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Mitch Merin Addresses Trinity j State of SGA Affairs
thai she is still looking for an on
CHRIS BAKER
aid;.* the sense of travesty surcampus shuttle system that sturounding recent business scanNEWS EDITOR
dents can use reliably and effecdals.
Student
Government
tively. Hopefully, the committee
Mitch Merin, President and
A UBS Gallup Pole shows
will be able u> look at other
COO of Morgan
Stanley
thai eiahiy-iwo percent of ihe j Association mei for their annual
State of Affairs meeting Monday
schools to see what has worked
Investment
Management,
Amciic.in public believes thai
night at ihe Sniith house. After a
for them and if those idea would
returned to his alma mater last
corporate corruption is somebrief social time, committee
be adaptable to Trinity. On a
Thursday to deliver his lecture
what ID very widespread in this
heads reported on their progress
more positive note. Ron Thomas
entitled
Business
Ethics,
With the advent of
and plans for the next semester.
i*i currently working on getting
Turbulent Markets, and .Survival. rt'sulf o l iioi o n l \ i h e b u s i n e s s
id olhei slock options
Jake. Schneider '04 of the
exterior bus stops for shelter from
The event was sponsored b_v a gift
w o r l d . O l l a t e , r e l i g i o u s iiisliliiihai'piii ihe individual in control
Elections, f. Reeruilrnen; ami
ihe elements, although this is a
from the late George M. Ferns,
Uons. safely and security, and
ol their own investment rather
Communication
committee
long-lcnu project thai is expected
class of 1916. Mr. Menu's lecolhei l'oundaii<''i)s.oK-society have
than in ihe hands ol a profession
reported that his commiiicc has
lo lake l.io "> years."
ture used historical economic evialso been brought into SCIUMIS
,\l Kinds nian.ige.i., •"more people
been focusing primarily on the
dence lo show thai the recent ,-que.siion. These factors, along
have been relying on she success
The; --UPASS system was
communication, .aspect of" their 1 brought up again, with senators
business ethics scandals were not
with, the extraordinary- -'media
of corporations tiiaii;ever before,
task.. As the eyes and ears of the . voicing concerns thai, it was not
unprecedented and not crippling.
aiienuon given 10 these scandals.
.!<•,< ECONOMICS
t>n ,»iif;r 7
SGA, Schneider feels they, would . money well spent. Morton pointHe was optimistic that markets
be best served by learning lo usr- ed out thai the current system of
and I'ailh in accounting practices
the new Trinity Exchange .-system
would recover after a period of
giving a UPASS to every student
to keep SGA members as well as
regulation.
was actually cheaper than having
Trinity students updated on S.CA ...students pick, them up of their
The Ferris Lecture was
affairs. The committee is current- own initiative. She reported that
attended by a decent audience
ly working on a newsletter .for
ridersiiip of the Hartford Public
that congregated in the recently
publication and release lo the
Transportation System is increasremodeled McCook Auditorium.
campus at lauic On the recruiting, and [lnu plans for promoting
The attendance included siudenis,
ment end, he hopes to have cur- the UPASS more are in Ihe works.
faculty, and administration from
rent SGA members propose
One senator resurrected the
Trinity as well as some local businames for si intents whom they
idea
of a student escort service to
nessmen and businesswomen
think will be i|tialil'ied senators.
walk students to and from buildwho had been invited to ihe lecThose siudenis will then be con- ings on campus in the evening
ture. Mr. Merin''; icmarks weie
lacled by SGA and encouraged lo
and night hours. Horlon reported
visually supplenu'iiled by a
run for office,. .Schneider plans on
that this was not being actively
power poiril prescntaun?! ihai
writing bylaws to standardize
pursued. She feels energy would
included graphs, charts, phuioJONATHAN CHeSHCY
SGA elections so thai "we can be tieuer spent in fixing the on
graphs, and bullet lists.
McCook Auditorium was host to Merin on Thursday.
j hold ourselves, fo a higher stancampus shuttle to1 address safety
dard." These bylaws are hopped
issues,
10 be in1 place by ihe winter elecStephanie l-ope/.-Boy '05 of
tions.
'
.
the student life committee reportChristine Morloi.i.'03 reported
ed on her group's efforts to
on iransporiaiioB i.ss'iies for both
increase recycling on campus
invalid, off campus;'She reports
Sl't' S(iA Oil ptt^C rS'

JAMIE CALABRESE
NEWS WRITER

Mr Merin began his talk of
business ethics by slating thai the
economic bubble ol hue had been
burst by the exposure ol accounting scandals in corporations such
as Enron, Arthur Anderson, and
World Com. However, he pointed out thai the "crisis ol" uTifidence" that has occurred is a

Capital Punishment Opponent
Brings Her Crusade to Trinity

BRENDAN MCGOWAN
NEWS WRITER
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pain

never

goes'

away."

Antoinette Bosco, ;\ mother
of murder victims who also tragically lost a son to suicide came to
Trinity College Wednesday night
to argue against the. use of the
federal death penalty. Bosco
shared with the Newman Club the
source of her strength - an ardent
Catholic faith and a belief" in
social justice. This strength

IVtei. B o s c h ' s youngest sou.
was i w c i u v - s o e n

w h e n he died.

Me h a d I M V U i l u m i o s a l e a i l y o n

as a schizophrenic.-and al seventeen sullered a severe psychological breakdown. With lime and
the care of professionals, however, Peter finished high school and
entered the army.' "lie wanted to
travel and see Germany," Basco

s.iid. "Me was obsessed with the
Molocausi, liuu'-d IIK -Holocaust."
Peter reiiirned to ihe Uniicd
Siau:* aiv.l went im .to .earn his
i-iilk:;.:;: and icadiing degrees. He
lauglu ai a.Catholic school in
Guam. and. wrote books on
American history.
The advent:;of the Gulf War,
however, was extremely disturbing to him. He could hot find any
way lo justify what he called
"man's inhumanity lo man," in a
war where people would be
killed solely ."for oil."
Hi: ended his life in 1991,
becoming, in .Bosco's phrase,
"another casualty of the war."
Thirty months later,, the tragic
•news of the double, homicide of
Bosco's son and dauglHer-in-jaw,
arrived. John Bosco and his wife',
Nancy Rene Peteison, 'Jiad
recently purchased a ft
Montana
The
phone 'and
entered the home with only one.
intention - to Kill the mhabjtants." They were shot as-they'
slept in their bed
The son of the couple who
sold ihe Bosco's their house,
Joseph Shadow Clark, admitted
to a roommate at his quiet
Oi','.ikj:r c o l l i e some months
after the muulers that he wanted
to know what it felt like to kill
another person '"he authorities
were alerted ami toHovvinj; an
hivi':>ug.Tion

JONATHAN CHfi

Antoinette Bosco: Againsi capita punishment.
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Hunger and Housing
In Focus This Week
CRISTINA GUIDO
NEWS WRITER
Thirty-three million people including 13 million children live in households that experience
hugcr or the risk o"f hunger. The
average age of a homeless person
is nine years, old. The world produces | 0 % rnore food, than is
. needed ;t0;;ft;ed; the, ;entire; world
p6jiu|3,tion.v<5 ipilligri children die

and assistance concerning the
prevalent issues of hunger and
liomelessness both locally and
internationally.
Hunger and HomclessneSs
Week began Sunday, November
17 and will conclude Sunday,
November 24 During this week,
the gtoup will be hosting various
activities throughout ^ampus to
raise student awa.ren.ess, tp \he
current hunger and
H
epidemic tftrpughou? thfe-
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Remembering the 80s Yet
Should 'the campus be closed?
again Also, fun with rifles and Are you motivated enough to
the NR/*' And be sure to write
caYe? And an '01 Alumnus'
for the Tripod
p. 14 take on Tilntty today
p 02
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A Concerned Alumnus Calls forthe
Trinity Community to Revive Itself

tErtpob
Kristin B. Powell '03
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case, now, Berklee College of
Music). We are entitled to live in
a safe environment. We are entiI write this letLer as a contled to legal freedoms as granted
cerned alumnus and loyal memby the Constitution. And we are
ber of Ihe Trinity community. I
entitled to the freedoms - and
am not concerned for the adminresponsibilities - that are associatistration, nor am I concerned for
ed with being adults.
the student body. I am concerned
That is where entitlement
for the institution that Trinity is,
ends for us.
the institution that is- bigger than
We are NOT entitled to drink
ils administration or students.
in an abusive manner. We are
This letter is a result of correNOT entitled to make racist,
spondence between myself and
homophobic, sexist, or any other
Trinity's new-president, Richard
discriminatory statements to each
Hcrsh, as well as additional corrcother. We are NOT entitled to be
• spondence between myself and
heard if we have nothing to say.
Vice
President of Student
Services Sharon Herzberger. And And we are NOT entitled to be
respected unless we have earned
this correspondence, this attempt
respect. .
at intelligent and productive comThat is reality, boys and girls.
• numicaiion (successful, 1 might
And that is what it means to be an
add), was prompted'by a moneaduit. And if you think that I am
tary solicitation from Trinity's
just another "one of them" who
Office of.Alumni Relations.
doesn't "get it," think again.
• Oil yeah.-and by-frustration.
To the Trinity Community:

Edna D. Guerrasio '05

• ;
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/ am one of you AND I am one of them.

Abigail Thomas 'Oi, I'.issy Woodham? 'OSAllow me l" dispense with
"formality" ;inil speak from my
heart and with-every emotion that
1 tan muster
• 1 love Trimly. I inei my two
It's the middle of November. The crisp air oi winter is on its way. 'The leaves have
best friends at Tiimty. I became
fallen and gloves and scarves are slowly becoming everyday apparel. 'With the change of
who
I am at Trin:t>. My lour
the seasons also comes the realization that we have been here since August with no break.
years at Trimly were the most
When 1 arrived at the. beginning of the semester, I was looking forward to the months
important of my life, ami 1 say
ahead - mv triumphant return to campus after a sojourn abroad. Now, after eleven weeks,
that as a "freshman" m college
to put it plainly, I'm burnt out. And my Fellow students are burnt out. Even the faculty
(round 2). Trinity was not iust
members are burnt out.
college for me: it was. a womb., it
I can't really blame anyone for the bad schedule. Thanksgiving falls on the latest poswas a mirturei, it was a teacher, it
sible Thursday. This means two things: we must wait the extra, tedious week to be able
was a family, it was a friend.
to go home for a good meal and, given that we only have one week of classes when we
The
events of the past 8
return, we must already begin preparing for finals arid papers.
months or so have been of great
The fall semester offers no break. While many other schools have "fall break," Trinity
concern to me. As much as i am a.
has gone through several versions that have finally resulted unsuccessful. Reading Week
representative of Trinit-y, so is
turned to Midsession turned to Trinity Days. While I am among the last to remember the
Trinity a representative of me.
controversy and the ultimate shift to two days of respite, I am not alone in my dissatis:
I do .not like hearing '.'iioe
faction with this "break." The two days, in.theory our only small chance to escape the
speech is jeopardized" or "stupressures of school for a short while, do not, in practice, allow students, this chance to
dents are not respected'-' or 'The
Vest" or "catch-up," but rather allow professors to pile on extra work. And I don't blame
new president is a dictator," and !
this entirely on professors - I believe there is something out there, I'm not sure what, that
hear them in relation to a place
makes them feel obligated to do so.
. '
that I love. .
I see students tired, almost delirious, and completely unmotivated to do anything. I
I would never want to be
am among them. It is not for lack of desire to succeed. It is sheer burnout. I realize that
associated with an institution at
I have been advocating student responsibility and preparedness for the "real world," and
which free speech is hindered in
that some may criticize this saying that in the real world, there are no vacations. I must
any way, where, students are not
counter, however, in that the real world will most likely have weekends and will most
respected or treated as the adults
likely not have five classes.
they are expected to be, and
In seven semesters of college, I have neither experienced nor witnessed this sort of
where the college president is
demon that has taken over our campus. The pressure continues to build, and the. end, nothing more than a villainous
while in sight, still seems so far away.
"headmaster."
I don't have a solution. I ' m not sure that there is one. I just want to whine a little bit
And,
as I declared to on behalf of the entire student body and cry out for some sympathy. We've worked hard
President
llersh -and Vice
for eleven weeks straight. "I think I'm going to cry" and "my brain hurts" have become
President Herzberger in my initial
the new catch phrases around good old Camp Triri Trin. Thanksgiving break is (finally)
letters, 1 will be "damned" if I
upon us, and I ask of all faculty, please let us enjoy it.
will contribute.one cent to such
I realize that the end of the semester brings a lot of work, maybe some things to catch . an institution.

Would I Like Some Cheese With my Whine? Yeah, That
Might be Nice.

up on, but please, not over Thanksgiving. Our brains our tired and must rest up a bit
before the stress of finals rears its ugly head. Give us a chance to spend a few days with
some loved ones, eat some turkey and some vegetables and some pie, watch some football, and maybe partake in that insane "Friday after Thanksgiving" shopping ritual.
You may all be saying that it's just two more weeks, we should deal with it. Honestly,
I know the work I do for finals will be better if I feel I've had a rest over the Thanksgiving
holiday.
>
Maybe I'm being greedy, b u t ! think I've earned it. 1 encourage our cherished faculty
members to also be greedy and enjoy their Thanksgiving holidays. They've earned it, too.
I give my thanks in advance.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Connecticut
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to; The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
(8*0)297-5361
Letters to the Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Edicor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will
be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevityLetters nuv be submitted via:
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As students, WE are entitled
to certain things. We are entitled
to 'a high* quality education,
expected of a top academic institution such as Trinity (and in my

1 am one of you AND I am
one of them.'
I am a .student. And lor the
past year f have been an administrator. Straight out of Trinity, 1 got
an administrative position for a
major marketing corporation. 1
was 23 years old, 1 was idealistic,
I had gone to a great school. 1 was
smarter (or so I thought) than
everyone in,my company. It got
my ass kicked.
I did not understand that 1 had
to earn my place, 1 had to earn the
respect I wanted and thought'!
deserved, I had,to. say something
relevant and intelligent if I wanted someone to listen. If 1 wanted
certain benefits I had to EARN
them; And when I finally did, I
1
expected respect from the next
person who expected it from me.
The same concept applies to
us as students. Why should you
"demand to be heard" if you have
nothing to say and/or will not say
it? Why should you "demand"
respect if you don't respect yourselves or Trinity as an institution?
Why should you be allowed to
drink if you do so irresponsibly
and with danger to yourselves and
fellow students, regardless of
school policy or state laws?
As far as "free speech" is
concerned, there is no way to spin
it. I am against the inhibition of
free speech in any way. President
Hersh feels the same way; purity
of dialogue and communication is
essential to his mission of moral
education. Do not think that the
administration wants to take that
away from you. They simply
see STUDENTS on page 3

Ah the 80's. The decade in which PT was conceived through
well., pillow talk. This was the one event PT had been looking
foward to all semester, and PT was thrilled to see the decade of
the still virginal Madonna arid blue eyeshadow embraced by the
Trinity community. PT knows that it must be the nostalgia for the
Reagan era that brought the students (and absolutely no falculty)
together.in this symbolic act of unity. And PT's hair was HUGE
Greek thing

Good concept, creepy advertising,
y Instead of making four stops, get
properly rootled all in one convenient location!

J, ° f s P i t e t h e com P'aining about the
f Womens Center's weekly updates,
PT needs the excessive QP's to validate PT's meager existence.
Weather
4 1 This is not Seattle. What the hell.
• 'K, -' i." >::<- 'But-the black .°uts make PT feel back
'.ili->' .-'?'?,'* ./.home in California. Lakers rule!!!!!
Friends leaving
x k Look out for the Smart Sharks.
next semester
They're going to b.e huge. :

Trinity Exchange
"
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Evidence of Sexual
Students Should Earn Respect and Take Responsibility
Assaults Deficient
TMIE

continued from page 2
want to protect, to the best of their
abilities, the rights and freedoms
and safety of each student.
1 do not need to say that some
of their methods are unrealistic;
you already know that taking
away an open forum such as the
Daily Jolt - where free speech is
protected by the constitution, as

believe President Hersh is saying
that your moral education does
not end with your parents: it.
extends to school and teachers,
friends, religion and even television and media.
1 do not believe that
President Hersh is trying to teach
morality. He is trying to foster an
environment where morals and

This institution is bigger than any student or administrator.

They were entitled to respect,
from me and from Trinity as an
academic institution charged with
the responsibility of educating
their son. They were entitled to
my working as hard as I could
and learning as much as 1 could
and becoming a successful, independent man. They were entitled
to their son growing as an adult
and accepting the responsibility
of adulthood.
•' •
1 pay my own way now. I
answer to no one but myself. It is
my dime and my responsibility,
and with that comes the entitlement of not only student but parent as well. Go to. the bursar's
office and cut a check for your
spring semester tuition.
As you tear the check from
your checkbook, I guarantee that
you'will feel a profound-sense of
entitlement and respect. Until you
. do thai, however, you must
.EARN your entitlement- and
respect.
1 do not sympathize with the
. student body, nor do I sympathize
with the administration. 1 sympathize with the academic institution that Trinity represents.' This
institution is bigger than any.student or'any administrator. To mo,
Trinity is n good place and should

declared by the Supreme Court "good" are promoted. As students
will not make the "problem" go
and human beings, you should
away.
welcome his goal and do everyThe problem lies with YOU,
thing you can to help,
the students. That's right. Those
I also believe, however, that
of you who use, or rather
the line must be drawn, and the
ABUSE, the forum and its priviresponsibility that you want be
leges of free speech, to make
afforded. Accept reality for what
death threats against a fellow
it is. If you are under 21 you are
human being, or to degrade others
not allowed, to drink. That is not
because of religion, race, sexual
President Hersh dictating to you;
orientation, etc., those of you who
that is the law.
•
have ever made such comments
. Part of his roie as college
or the like, are the problem. As
president is Vo enforce such laws
Americans, you have the freedom
in the interest of public and perto say what you think. As human
sonal safety. ACCEPT IT. If you
beings, you do not have the right
refuse, then you deserve whatever
to say what you think with malipunishment or policy is imposed
cious intent and without intellion you. Sorry.
gent forethought.
Marcus Aurelius said in Book
The student body has a wealth of
IV of his Meditations: '"...while
you have life, while you may,
responsibility, as does the administration.
become good." President Hersh
wants you to be good human
beings, MORAL human beings.
What is (he issue here?
be comprised of good people.
Morals can be denned as "modes
Drinking?
Communication?
Thai is what President Hersh
of conduct."
Respect? Morals? What; about
wants. Yet thai is not enough.
For better or for worse, a
responsibility? The student body
You, the student, must want it for
moral person is a "good" person.
has a wealth of responsibility, as
yourself.
'
Rather than "good" being condoes the administration. If the
If. in your opinion, the
strued as the extreme opposite of
students have something to say,
iitiininistraiion will, not, and/or
evil, in a biblical sense, it i.s the
they must say it, but the adminiscannot, be adult about the situa"concept of the good"; 'in its
tration must listen'. That is' their
tion,- then lake the initiative. Be
philosophical context, the "conresponsibility. Students will not
adults yourselves.
cept of the good" is the aim of
be dismissed.
.
; . •'•
As far as 1 am concerned,
education to teach someone to •'•' .Believe it or riot, I'dicl not
Trinity was, is and shall always
lead a good life.
pay lily own way. at Trinity
be MY school. As students, con(GASP-!). My parents paid for my
sider Trinity to be. YOUR school
In western tradition, a good
education and for my social life.
as well.
life has always meant an ethical
As far as entitlement goes, my
ftespeet whai-is-yours.
life, an examined life, and that is
parents were entitled to far more
what a university and a college,
than 1 during my years at Trinity.
Andy .Starr '01
promote- the examination. 1

11/12 Assault Headline was Misleading
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS WRITER
There are no doubts in my
mind that what follows in this
subsequent article will be misinerpreted and misconstrued by
iome individuals on campus. But
iince such misinterpretations
have been my lot throughout tny
career as a Tripod writer, 1 suppose there's nothing but to just go
for it.
And I can't deny that the
more sadistic part of me looks

and all of you, is this: WHY do
you think that?
Thomas' article was far from
short on bringing forth peoplewho thought sexual assault
occurred more often than is generally perceived. My discussions
with my friends boih this year and
in previous ones have revealed
similar sentiments. But none of
those quoted, nor any of my
friends, have brought forth reasons why they thought what they
thought.

In last weeks Tripod/ smack-dab on the
front page, was a headline that, read
"Sexual Assault: Not Just a Rumor."
This is different from giving
forward to a Letter to the Editor
reasons why sexual assaults
next week titled "Nate Baker
might not be reported. Thomas
Endorses Sexual Assault."
presented these reasons,- in what
To cover my behind, let me
was essentially the point of her
say this: this article will not be so
article; that said reasons should
much an 'opinion as a question.
be no deterrent to victims of sexIt's actually a question I've had
ual assault, since the administrafor some lime, as the topic has
tion is aware of these reasons and
arisen in conversation at least
does everything possible to
once a year during my time here.
accommodate them. But reasons
And this article is by no means
why sexual assault might not be
meant to be a criticism of anyone
reported aren't the same reasons
mentioned.
lor why one should think sexual
I usually don't like people
assault happens more than is
covering their butts like this (1
reported.
prefer that writers grow some
To use a poor analogy; there
balls and not worry about peoare lots of reasons why more
ple's feelings) but in this case I
UFO sightings aren't reported—
want to emphasize the intended
people are afraid they will be
neutrality of my lone.
In las'! week's Tripod, smack-.- • .made fun of, the aliens threaten

In reading the article, I wondered at its
insistence that sexual assault is a prevalent
reality here on campus,,.
dab on the front page, was a headline that read "Sexual Assault:
Not Just a Rumor." The article
itself was fairly v/ell-eomposecl,
clearly serving the purpose of
encouraging people1 who've been
victims of sexual assault to come
forward.
However,.in terms of content,
the headline was somewhat left of
the actual article. 'The author,
Abigail Thomas, staied-ihai sexual assault is an unchallenged reality on campus, and offers the
words of many people who think
that the general campus is
unaware of the actuality or prevalence of the issue.
But the article goes on to state

ana! probing, etc. Another reason, in this case probably the
main one, i.s that UFO sightings
don't really occur
This isn't to say 1 think
Thomas, Dean Thomas, and others are wrong in (heir convictions
about the prevalence, of. sexual
assault. ( honestly have no clue
as to the frequency of incidents
here at Trinity, as I am by no
means an expert on iVie social
scene at Trinity,
In facl, I'm quite detached
from it. I live a Tittle hermit existence in my room playing board
games with myself and reading
the dictionary,
periodically
emerging to forage for food. As

. .,. [a] rumor is characterized only by a
lack of verifiable information, not a lack of
verity itself.
that, officially, there were only
two reported cases of sexual
assault last'year.
In reading the article, 1 wondered ai its insistence that sexual
assault is a prevalent reality here
on campus, given the lack of genuine data,
Thomas quoted several students and faculty members who
slated that they believed sexual
assault happens quite frequently
on campus, ranging in numbers
from "several dozens" lo 100
incidents pe'r semester. Dean
Thomas even stated thai the faculty is confident that sexual
assault incidents happen far more
than is reported.
' "•
My question tq all of them,

such, 1 have no clue as to the frequency of sexual assault here at
Trinity.
I'm simply curious as lo why
they have those convictions, Is il
based on anecdotal experience?
Is it a hunch? Do they hear of
incidents through the student
grapevine? If so, then I dare to
say thai it is, in fact, just a rumor.
I also dare to say' that just
because something is a rumor
doesn't make it false, As the dictionary definition reflects, rumor
is characterized only by a lack of
verifiable information, not a lack
of verity itself.
I think a better headline might
have been "Sexual Assault: Is It
Just a Rurhor?"
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Safety and Community Relations Both Possible
all rich."
for a safer campus and (2) not sigsend this particular strong mesAlthough I am fully in favor
nificantly damage our relations
sage, seems to boil down to the
OPINIONS WRITER
of civic involvement with the
with the local community. I will
argument, that, by erecting a gate
local communities, I cannot see
I was disturbed to read, in last
explain why.
around our perimeters, we will be
that we are gaining significant
week's issue, the articles of both
The first argument that has " unreasonably setting ourselves
favor with them by depriving ourNate Baker and Isaac Goldstein,
apart from the community and
always been raised against instiselves of the enhanced security
who seemed to feel that there was
provoking resentment..While this
tuting fences is that such a system
no viable approach to .actually
would somehow bar the neighdealing with campus crime
borhood community from this
...does the lack of a fence truly make a
beyond simply recognizing that it
campus. These fences would not
exists. Both decried the act of
in any way prevent the communidifference in the resentment directed at us
blame as a solution, and while I
ty from enjoying our campus, as
fully recognize that irrational
the doors could be open' from'
by the local community?
blame accomplishes nothing, the
9:00 AM.to 9:00 PM. However,
same could be said for blind
after 9:00 PM, the gates to this
acceptance of circumstance,
campus would be dosed, prevent-, is,a valid concern, 1 don't believe that a fence would provide. By
which was the main point of
ing intruders from.easily.entering • that-this would be the case.
doing so, we are leaving ourNate's article and which figured
the campus and robbing and
selves open'to violence and van•'. -First of all, as I'have stated,
prominently in Isaac's. Both
assaulting students.
dalism, as incidents of both kinds
we would not be making ourauthors claimed that crime is a
have proven again and again. We
Those who entered the cam- selves inaccessible to or set apart
must accept that the maintenance
from:.the:..'community, since our
pus during the open hours and
of our personal safety will
doors., would be open twelve
remained on campus after 9:00
Crime is not a divine force of nature,
inevitably come across as offenhour's-, a clay.- I find it highly
PM wjlh the iitteni to do harm to
sive to those who wish to violate
unlikely'-.thai" members of the
students
would
not
be
able
to
simand we can arid should deal with it.
it.
ply vanish across Summit or •community-.would wish to walk
ov.play football on our campus
Vernbn as they 'presently can;
I am not denying the fact that
they would first have to find.a .after 4:t)(j PM, since they know at
we as individuals have a responsiforce of nature that one cannot
apparent to nie. While. c6mmutiibility for our own safety. Hartford
and should not attempt to prevent.
ty discussions are important, they; dour, or take the time to scale the: least as well as we.do the crime
fence. Knowing they would like- -problems o[ this area.
is a dangerous place, and to walk
They, could not be nibre wrong.
by themselves do not c.utclciwj) oil
:
,••'! know,of iiumy"houses in tlie
alone at niglit along Broad Street
••,,; Merely accepting that crime
;ly head.: foe the; gates, Campus .
crime. The problcin;6f.'-crime On
vicinity .of-.Trinity that have
Safety 'and the Hartford- Police
or Crescent would be foolish. 1
happens is .not enoughrCrime is
this campus has been discussed
installed, fences around, their
would have specific areas of cambelieve, though, that students
;h'6t a divine force of nature, and
for years, and yet there is no sign
property and bars on their winpus to focus.,r>n and would stand a
have the right to expect the
';:,We can/arid^shoulcl deal with if. To that such crime has decreased.
better chance of intercepting the •'dows, 'ancf I'tjan almost guarantee
College to take adequate measfail, to^ take proper security measOne reason- that1: muggings
.that there; isn't ti house within ten
•:
ures to protect them wilhin the
ures on the reasoning that crime
take place at Trinity with the fre- attackers.
plilcs of'•.tlic; college that doesn't
borders of their own campus,
happens in cities is equivalent to
quency that they do is the conNor would these fences
keep its doors locked both day
something the Trinity administraomitting weatherproofing on
venience that the college offers to
restrict student freedoms, as some
and night.. No one regards these
tion has steadfastly failed to do.
one's house simply because
the criminals. Trinity is currently
have suggested they might. Cardfamilies as antiEspecially at a highly expensive
storms will occur anyway.
exposed • along
social or snobinstitution that claims to foster
Summit
St.
and
How has Trinity College
bish; such precommunity
interaction and
Vcrnon St., makresponded to last week's stabcautions
are
exchange, walking between
ing it extremely
bing? President Hersh, in his
common sense
dorms or academic, buildings dureasy for intruders.
most recent email, explained that
in areas like the
ing late night or early morning
to enter campus,
the college has increased the
one that we live
should
not be out of the question.
mug
a
student,
and
number of officers on patrol and
in.
The one correct point that I
then escape, leavstated that this action would
can find in Isaac Goldstein's artiing a literally clue"send a strong message that we
Given this,
cle is that Trinity's crime situation
less HPD and
will not tolerate anyone seeking
docs the lack of
and America's terrorism situation
Safety
to do harm to pur community." 1 Campus
a fence truly
are alike. However, in the case of
"investigating."
cannot see the point of this action
make a differterrorism, this country has at least
by itself.
ence in the
Moreover, the
begun to focus on airport and
r e s en t rn'enf.
First of all, someone who is lack of any immedomestic security measures
directed at us by.
diately
visible
not a regular on this campus is
intended to prevent future attacks.
the
local
comunlikely to notice a change in the security signifies a
Trinity College, by contrast, has
munity? This
general inability to
number of active officers. I have
yet to do so.
reasoning; concombat crime that
lived here for four years and I
versely implies
criminals undoubthave noticed only a slight
Attacks will continue to hapthat by- remainedly find attracincrease in active officers. Were I
pen on this campus for as long as
ing open, we are- we refuse to take the necessary
tive. To still be
an armed attacker, the possibility
somehow curbidealisticall y
of being caught by an unarmed
measures to protect ourselves,
ingsuch resentdebating amongst
officer would not deter me, espeand there is no reason to believe
ment. This is
ourselves the causcially if I were armed with a knife
that we are not susceptible to the
' es of crime on
h not. obvious to
or firearm.
. murders and sexual assaults sufme.
'
• fered by neighboring colleges and
campus, even as it
This begs the question of
becomes
increasuniversities.
My female
what the chances would be that an
ingly obvious that
friends on the
officer would actually catch an
The recent posters from
our efforts to deal with it have -operated doors could be intertrack team are, frequently subject- . Campus Safety alerting us to the
incident occurring. On the optiyielded little, strikes me as simied to verbal, abuse arid objects
mistic assumption that there are
spersed along the fences, -providpresence of a released sex offendlar to fiddling while Rome burns.
eight active Campus Safety, offiing easy exit and entry for stu- , thrown by neighborhood people,
er only underscore the fact that
Reasoned dialogue without rea- dents at all .hours. The average
and I have often.heard other stucers and all four of the newly
this college is dangerously unpresoned
action
will
not
address
the
dents describe similar harasshired Hartford Police officers
Trinity ,student currently lives
pared to deal with the type of
problem of violence- at Trinity
ment, ., ' •,;.'•
patrolling our 99-acre campus,
behind two sets of locks: the
crime that, as both Nate Baker
.
.
. To someone, from ' the and Isaac Goldstein acknowlthis would put each officer in .College.
Locknetics, systems on dorm
depressed.. ' neighborhoods, of
charge of 8.25 acres - a consideredged, is typical' of cities such as
I believe that if we are buil'dings.and the individual locks
Hartford, the fact that we take the Hartford.
able area to patrol. . ' ...
on dorm rooms. Additional locks
attempting to send a strong meslocal, children trick-or-treating
can be found on our academic
sage concerning our attitude
However, when I called
1 have said before, and 1 ftrmbuildings and, for those of us who
Campus Safety at 1:30 AM on towards violence .against our
have them, our cars.
community, we must start with
Sunday morning, I was told that
Nor would these gates restrict student
the very level of protection that
there were only four Campus
The addition of fences would
the administration is attempting
Safety officers and two Hartford
add only one more system, of
freedoms, as some have suggested...
to remove: our fences. Fences are •locks ' that students would,
Police officers active on campus
a standard part of any institution
at that time. That would leave one
encounter: Overall campus seculocated in an urban area known to
officer responsible for 16.5 acres
rity would be increased, while
and allow-them to play football
ly believe, that it will take a death
be dangerous, and are not unusueach.
student inconvenience would be
on'our campus does little towards
on this campus for this adminisal on college or university camminimal..
If we are to assume that these
eroding the existing social barrier
tration to actually confront the
puses;
Yale
is
an
example
of
an
officers are patrolling the
The last practical argument
when we still have BMWs and
crime problem in an effective
urban institution maintaining
campus to prevent-.crimes against
against a fence is that it would be
SUVs in our parking lots. We still
.way, just as it took over three
security
through'
the
use
of
students, and that unarmed officer
prohibitively expensive- Tdp -not /'carry: our .cell 'phones and.' Palm •: thousand deaths for this country
fences.
is more likely to deter an attacker
know what a fence would cost, - Pilots. We still don't let neighbor-; , to recognize the threat of terrorThe fences that used to sur- but it assuredly would be much •hood people rn • our. dorms; and ism. In complacently assuming
than a Campus Safety officer
less expensive over the long run •"buildings and, crime being what it' that the measures that we are takthan the salaries and benefits of .has become, we still regard, them
ing are sufficient, we are leaving
...there is no reason... that we are insusthe number of campus safety offiwith suspicion during late hours,
ourselves open to an inevitable
cers necessary to institute a frac- ..however unjust this rriay be.
ceptible to the murders and sexual assaults
act of violence that will traumation of the safety that, a fence
The •assumption . that the
tize this campus and leave us
would provide,
'
suffered by neighboring colleges...
absence of a fence| will somehow
wondering where we went wrong.
For a college with a total • discourage tfiose, from surroundWhere we are going wrong is
endowment of $343 million as of • -ing'neigh'borhoodsFrom seeing us
in our assumption that our safety
June 2001, the installation of
round this campus, however, are
armed with a flashlight, that puts
as exclusive,andsnobbish is sadly
and our attachment to the outlyproper security measures such as
one Hartford Police officer in
being rapidly removed, with the
naive and incorrect.. As a friend of
ing communities are mutually
fences and gates should not be a mine responded to someone who
charge of at least forty-five acres.
most recent removal eliminating
exclusive. They do not have to be.
When one considers that at
those along Vernon. 1 am con- problem.
thought his shabby clothes would
We can take decisive measures to
least
(>()"/<
of
the
vinced that the reinstatement of
The main resistance to this
convince, attackers he wasn't a
make for a more secure campus,
campus perimeter is open to .iny- the fences around the perimeters
plan, and the reason for the
good catch, 'To someone from
and still remain the sood neiehC H R I S

S

M

N

sonnel can adequately protect the
campus is. ludicrous. A strong
message to those seeking to do
harm to our community? I think
not. This appears to me to be
the strong message of an administration unwilling and perhaps
fearful to take strong messages.
That said, what truly strong
measures can be taken? President
Hersh himself admitted in his last
letter to the campus that "...the
extra Hartford patrols, and our.
own extra security people are not
enough." His subsequent suggestion for maintaining personal
security, however, was unified
action and...commitment to each
Other.? The meaning and usefulness of this .statement are not
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Frosh Ladies Party Like Guys

TO T1HEI1S

Underclass Women Embrace Their Position in Sexual Exploits TCAC's Funds Don't Diminish Security
or they in yours. Thosethat we
Thus, it is not that they are behavsee
people
at
the
party
and,
ing themselves more . than the
OPINIONS WRITER
whether it goes beyond.beer goggirls, it's simply that they do not
Last week the Trinity comgles'or not, cannot wait to be have the same opportunity to get
munity was made aware of sexual .added to the list of sexual con- some.
stereotypes associated with freshquests.
Let it also be considered that
man girls. "Easy," "naive," and
the girls are being criticized for
Girls, contrary to any miscon"stupid" were all quotes used by
engaging in acts while they may
ceptions, are not "easier" than
students to describe the so-called . anyone1,-• they are just subject to be in a distorted -state of mind.
"fresh meat." Every story, how- .the sexual double-standard.
Why is this? Should we nofblameever, has another side to it. Here While guys may be "players,"
the guys who took advantage of
it is: the guys do it too, • ' '.',• .'•• girls are ".sluts." -Notcthe, differ-. theminthefirstpla.ee? .. •
Let's take a look at what it
ence in the connotation. It is thus
i t is considered okay for a
means to be a freshman here at an far more likely that a guy in your
guy to take advantage of.a drunk
American liberal arts college. We
dorm bringing a girl in will have
girl, yet it is not considered
are all excited to be away from
less negative attention paid to him
acceptable for a drunk girl to
allow him to do so. The blame
again falls where it should not.
...for the most part, the girls doing all
Perhaps this is partially
derived from frosh boys' frustra-.
the hooking up like it.. They are just
tion at seeing their female neighbors returning.from parties they
harmlessly acting on their desires.
could not get intq; bringing home
action they hadn't the opportunity
Mommy and Daddy and to live . than a girl doing the same .with a to attain.
g u y .
••••
"
'
'
• • • • . - • .
- But the truth is, for the most
amongst new contemporaries.
Furthermore, the girls are the part, the girls doing all the hookFor the first time, we are given
ones that can get with more peoing up like it. There's a novel
freedom beyond that which we
ple as freshmen simply because idea. We are young and want to
have ever possessed. .
.
of culture: For a freshman girl, it
party, and like guys..
This excitement gives way to
two main hedonistic, urges: party-: .is considered acceptable to hookLet it not be a surprise then
up with any year of man in the that we are not, in fact, asexual or
ing and sex. These desires exist in
school.
both genders. We drink ourselves
delusional- we are hedonistic just
silly because it's easy and, for the
like guys. And, as far as I can see,
For guys, however, they are
most part, safer to do so than it
more or less limited to their what you do behind closed doors
was in the past.
is none of anyone else's business
immediate contemporaries as
in the first place.
freshmen. ,
We also look for the hookups. The hollies. These are also
- Just take a look at, admittance
I don't think that the guys
easier 10 gel- as, well, we all live
procedures at frats. I see it all the
frosh gals hook up with at parties
here and Trinity has virtually no
time: girls lake off tor Vermin
are misogynist of disrespectful.
housing policies which would
(Street and their guy friends hang 'They are just harmlessly acting
prevent us from disappearing into
back in the 'dorm's drinking with
on their desires. Guess what... so
someone else's dorm for the night
the boys or playing video games.
are the girls.

JENNIFER LINCOLN

Open-Mindedness Required

any other student organization.
Due to the breadth of the programming proposed, TCAC does
receive quite a handsome sum to
use as their budget.
This money, however, is not
money taken from the school's
campus security funding or any
other school funding for that mat-

To the Editor:
Having encountered several
similar allegations to the one proposed by Miss Vazova in her article last week entitled "Trinity
Budget Prioritizes the Frivolous,
not the Functional" that "the
school" is "wasting students'
money" on school-spo.nsored
activities such as the teddy-bear
making activity:- held in the
Washington
Room
over
Homecoming Week, 1 feel the
need to defend the organization
"responsible."
,
The Trinity College Activities
Council is a student-run organization, and goes through the same
funding-allocation: process as
every other club on campus, from
class officers to the Bowling
Club. •- ;
.'.'.'
After submitting a proposal
of. the events1 they have planned
for a given semester, TCAC is
allotted a budget by SGA just like

' f e r .

•-•••

••-

'

-

-

-

•'

•

Like all clubs that receive
money from SGA, TCAC's budget is drawn from the Student
Activities Fee that all students
pay as apart of their tuition. All
members of TCAC's executive
board hold regular office hours in
the basement of Jones and all students are welcome to come by to
discuss their concerns.
Sincerely,
Courtney Cole '04
Music & Entertainment Chair
Trinity College Activities
Council

Awareness Will Reduce Racial Profiling
It is a natural response to
make snap judgments based on
social heuristics or "rules of
thumb," but it is important to not
It is important to remind all
allow,such judgments to overrule
students on the Trinity campus
not to allow fear of violence to be. all opinions and decisions.
an excuse tor racial discrimina- . ;• A stereotype is the assumption and prejudice. Campus secution that all individuals from a
rity is a significant issue right
certain group share the same
now; however, as students
characteristics and behaviors.
To the Editor,

.

'.':..

...as students become more aware of
those walking around campus the risk of
racial profiling grows...

Students Must Hear All Arguments in Order to Make Progress
KATHERINE JESSUP
OPINIONS WRITER

I believe il was a certain Mr.
Axl Rose who made popular the
song, "Don't Damn Me," where
the main chorus resounds with
"don't damn me when I speak my
piece of mind / because silence
isn't golden when I'm holding it
inside."
Although (his past weekend's sv;ilk through nostalgia-line
may be over, someUiing- about
this son;?, slicks in my mind.
As you a r c probably well
aware, there lias been turmoil
abounding at 300 Summit Street
over the past several months, an.d
I for one think we would be wise
to shelve our eager judgment of
each other for ui least, a little
while.
It is easy to harshly, view
someone who has made, their
thoughts on the way things should
be run known.
But if we walk around dismissing others' ideas, how can we.
ever gel that lovely cross-pollination of thought that the liberal arts
education is supposed to be filled
with?
As a senior i have been faced

large number of students who
•were so frustrated and disaffected
that they simply could not be
bothered to care.
With apathy came a lack of
respect for their community and
living environment.
1 am iiot saying that anyone
here is ;tn inherently bad person,
but sonic pcople"(adults included
in that count) were not. as

voiced their well-reasoned concerns. : .
There is now,a-charge from
the administration to encourage
student responsibility.
I doubt, this responsibility
will ever embrace the desire to act
wild and carefree (these are supposed ,io. be the best years of our
lives, right?). • :
• However, it seems that their

... the campus environment... reached
a breaking point...and individuals respond?
ed in a timely and articulate manner.

version of responsibility is
increasing in the form of students
candidly and maturely sharing
their thoughts And opinions.'
I worry that the unforeseen
side, note to greater student maturity will be a more open campus
discussion.
It takes some leveL of optimism and dedication to stay within the Trinity bubble and try to
•(•*** t n e r u i e s ' type way.
change it.
While there still seems to bc-a
For,the students exercising
bit of a heavy handed intent to
their freedom of.expression and
bury some issues, in committees,
having the sack to attach their
names,' there is a potential backlash that (hey will be labeled as
... we must all learn to hear the opinnegative and rabble rousing..
It is a definite possibility that
ions of our peers and neighbdrs without
the sentiments of one person may
judging their person as a whole.
stir something in someone else,
but it seems counter-productive, to
add a negative labelto'the process
of active participation and ownerwith the 'Trinity apathy' for the students,.have been pushed far
enough to make their voices
ship of your experience here.
last three years.
In this push for greater
Uncool as it may be, I've heard.
responsibility and some type of
Case in point: graduation.
tried to encourage people to act
The final plans are still in the college Utopia in the form of
maturely and take responsibility
behavioral moderation we must
works, but the earlier plan of a
for their time here through severall learn to hoar the opinions of
morning ceremony and everyone
al campus offices.
our peers and neighbors without
leaving campus that evening was
Until this year I could say
abandoned after enough students judging their person as a whole.
without hesitation that there was a
thoughtful of everyone else as
they could have been,
It '.seems that the campus,
environment this year reached a
breaking point in the realm of
frustrating decisions; and individuals responded in a timely and
articulate manner.
People are actually discussing
why policies exist, instead of
patently disregarding them in a

become more aware of those
walking around Campus .the risk
of racial profiling grows and targeted members of the community
are beginning to feel threatened.
Just as all students on this
c.ampus have the right to feel safe,
all members of the community
from every race deserve to feel
accepted and free to walk the
Long Walk without suffering a
suspicious glance from a peer or
Campus Safety officer. - • ;
1 urge students who are on the
lookout for dangerous peoples to
report to •- Campus '•• Safety', -to
remember, that being a minority
or wearing baggy clothing does
necessarily constitute suspicious
behavior.
On Tuesday,-November 12 a
forum was held to discuss the
increase of racial profiling on the .
Trinity campus since the incident
in front- of Funstori -two,..weeks ago.

'

, ' • • •

A number of minority students described.the experience of
being stopped-'ori campus by
Campus Safety or Hartford police
and asked to present student identification. While the argument
remains that the officers were acting with student safety in • mind it
is clear that minority student's on
campus feel targeted.

Stereotypes do not acknowledge
an .individual's unique personali:
ty- ' •., ""' .'•
' •
While this might seem a simple or obvious concept, the fact
that racial profiling is an issue on
campus illustrates that stere'otyping is an active force here at
Trinity. The first step to clim'inaling this:flaw.iii one's logic is to
acknowledge the existence of the
problem: •
Awareness of one's preju-.
dices and stereotypes diminishes.
the likeliness thai that individual
will have those biases affect his
' or her judgments of other people.
Often, Trinity students dismiss their own stereotypes and
fail to realize the existence Of
prejudice in their daily lives,
While the campus scrambles
to provide, a feeling of safety for
students, it is imperative that cer-*
tain members of the community
are not alienated or targeted. If
Trinity and its' students truly wish
for a diverse and open environment, the act of racial profiling oh
the part of the students and the
administration musl be eliminated.
(
Sincerely,

v

Brian Manning '06

Good Local Music Available in Hartford
To the Editor: '•'/: •'
I just wanted to send a short
letter in- response to Courtney
Cote's article "TCAC, Claiborne
Honored at Weekend Activities
Conference"" about the NACA
conference this,past weekend.
I do not feel tHat''Hartford is
"seriously'lacking; in a live music <
scene."

•' '•'

' •

'

'

One needs only to make the
effort to find performances in the.
area to realize-that there is music
going on all around us.
;
For starters, visit Sully's Pub
@ Lena's (on Park: Street) any
night of the week...
• '•;
http://www.sullyspub.com 5
Sincerely,
Andy Cliatfield

••'..' ?j"
': i?:
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O N THE BEAT

Hunger and Hanielessness To
Host Sleep Out for Awareness
continued from page 1

Oh, grow up!
Friday, November 15, 6:44 AM, aJire
alarm was pulled in Clemens. The dorm
was evacuated, and no fire was found.

Parking at Trinity
Roulette

Russian

Sunday, November 17, 5:15 AM, a tan
Oldsmobile Cutlasswas vandalized in the
High Rise parking lot. A beer bottle was
thrown through the rear window of the
vehicle. A visitor from off campus is suspected.
'

Why couldn't you take ail of LSC
instead?

.. •

On Tuesday, November 19,
the group will be hosting the
World Cuisine Dinner in Mather
Hall at 5 pm. The dinner i s cosponsored .by'--the International
Studies department and\SUSHi.The dinner; includes - :studenL;
speakers Sara Pflaritzer arid Jason
Gallant, along with input from
various .' faculty
members.
Students are welcome and
encouraged to-participate. '•'[ ;
. The club is sponsoring a
sieep-but "• on
Wednesday,
November 20, ori the patio;,df the1Cave iii order'to simulate the
plight the homeless "face while
sleeping outside. There.will be a
sign lip .sheet outside of Mather

from 12pm-,- lpm for students to
pledge their time Wednesday
evening. The sleep-out will begin
at 10pm, students are strongly
encouraged to participate and
: bring 'sleeping bags. "Campus
.Safety will.be present. : •
..'•.'•' Along with (hi sign-up, sheet
Wednesday afternoon at Mather,
there wiil be an .opportunity for
students to sign letters which
•request the passage.of legislation,
which will create more affordable,
housing for low-incoming families.
-..V ..•'
.
John Badger, an outreach
worker in Hartford will speak at
the sleep-out. Badger works with
Hartford's homeless men at
Chrysalis, an organization to

which all of Hunger and
Homelessness Miss-a-Meal proceeds from Trinity are donated.
He spoke at the event last year,
and is sure to make the experience worthwhile.
- • v The upcoming weekend of
Hunger and Hpmelessness week
is geared toward the preparation
and distribution to Thanksgiving
baskets to needy Hartford families. Student donation of canned
food and non-perishable items is
strongly encouraged. Baskets are
being assembled on Saturday,
November 23 at Mather Hall, student presence is strongly encouraged. On Sunday, November 24,
the baskets will, be distributed to
needy families.

r

Let sTwistAgain, Trinity!

Sunday, November 17, 2:40 PM, a theft
was reported from the Life Science
Center. An individual apprehended in the
building stated he was entering LSC for
the Chinese Culture School. He was •
escorted to the 3rd floor, where he broke
away and ran for the basement He was
recaptured and handcuffed. Hartford
Police found $1000' cash, rental car keys,
and burglary tools on this.person.

All this means is that you'll have
to erg instead...
Monday, October 28, 8:20 PM the Ferris
Rowing tank was reported as overflowing.
The water valve was found in the open
position and turned off.

BROTHCR DINK

Trinity twists and turns in the Barn oh Monday night.

Give a
friend
the
good
news!

IN THE-PAST YEAR, 7 7 % OF TRINITY
STUDENTS HAVE N O T DRIVEN A CAR
' ' ' WHILE
UNDER THE INFLUENCE..

BAC LEVEL

c.
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.05% - ABILITY IMPAIRED

. .O7% - DlSlNHlBITED

.08%-. 10% - UNDER THE INFLUENCE
.20% - COMATOSE

RISKY BEHAVIOR SURVEY, 2000
TRINITY COLLEGE, OFFICE OF
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Trinity Alumnus Hits Economics and Ethics In Lecture
Enron, the Internet Boom and Myriad Other Economic Bubbles Brought to Bear on Current Economy
continued from page 1
and with (he failure of these corporations more people feel
betrayed." Since fifty-five per
cent of investors today make
decisions without the aide of a
financial advisor, this crisis of
confidence has also lead to a significant drop in investment.
Merin argued that the current
scandals were a result of a failure
of people, not a failure of the current corporate governance system. That system is organized
around moral values, ethical
codes and trust, assuming that
"there are good people in place."
It is not designed to prevent misbehavior but to detect misdeeds
and punish offenders.
"If the scandals teach us anything," Merin said, "it should
leach us that a business which has
leaders without ethics is a business at risk." Merin did acknowledge thai with the recent shift to
an emphasis on bonuses for leaders that meet earning forecasts,
the pressure to 'meet expectations
by any means necessary has dramatically increased.
As a financial historian, .Mr.
Merin believed there was much to
be gained from looking at similar
economic crises that have
occurred in the past. In ihe
Mississippi Scheme of 1720,
Morgan Law falsely drove up the
prices oi' his slock in American
land by purporting it to be-a land
full of mountains of gold and silver. Law was forced to flee the
country when the "Mississippi
Bubble" burst in October 1720.

The South Sea Bubble of
1.720 was also created by publishing false information that drove
the price of stock in that company
sky high. Again the bubble was
burst when the. directors of the
company, knowing the stock was
truly worthless, began to sell off
their own interests. Many fortunes were lost in the process.'
The nineteenth century saw
the "Erie War," an intricate and
drawn out scheme involving the
Eire railroad, governments bonds
made valuable during the civil
war, and three powerful men
looking to maximize profits. .The
scandals were essentially another
example of illegal stock inflation
thai crippled investors and a
major railroad.
•
"Black Friday," the coll ipso

of the nation's gold market
occurred in IK0, another debilitating blow to investors and to
public confidence. In the Panic
of 1873, another'failure tied into
the railroad business, the New
York Stock Exchange had to
close down for ten full days. The
failure also set off a six year
depression marked by a fourteen
percent increase- in unemployment.
The twentieth century had its
fair share of corrupt business
engagements as well. MIT economist Charles Kindleberger
referred to it as "the greatest era
of crooked high finances the
world has ever known..'Villains'
such as Richard Whitney, Samuel
Insull, and 1 var Kruger; the Match
King all laid intricate and dis-
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A graphic from Merin's Powerpoint presentation.

honest plots in order to maximize Bubble of 1720 led to the passing
profits.
of the Bubble act, which forced
British businessmen to form partMerin did not speak in detail
nerships rather than joint stock
on the scandalous businessmen of
companies. The abuses of trusts
the twenty-first century as he had
in the eighteenth century led to
in his historical examples.
the famous U.S. Anti-Trust Laws,
However, photographs of Jeff
as well as the coerced breakup of
Skilling, Dennis Kozlowski, and
Rockefeller's Standard Oil comBernard Ebbars were displayed.
pany.
The 1930s saw the
Merin did reemphasize that.the
Securities and Banking Act, the
recent failures, were of a few peoSecurities and Exchange Act, and
ple in high power positionsthe Maloney Act all passed as legCEO's and boards of directors
islation. In reaction to U.S. corthat did not keep their responsiporations that were engaging in
bility to the shareholder in mind.
bribery abroad, the Foreign
The evidence of these historiCorrupt Practices Act was passed
cal examples illustrates a cycle of
in 1977. The Corporate Criminal
operation in business operation,
Fraud Accountability Act, also
Merin said. The cycle begins
known as the Sarbanes-Oxley
with a period, of an economic
Act, was passed this year in an
boom or bubble. This leads to
attempt to regulate all business
incredible wealth generation,
from engaging in the same pracwhich then leads to excess and
tices as the recently exposed comcorruption as everyone tries to
panies such as Enron and World
claim a piece of the earnings
Com.
while the markets are good.
Eventually a bust or burst occurs,
"The Act radically redesigns
and the scandals that had been
(he federal regulation of public
taking place- while everyone was
company corporate governance
happy to simply collect their prof- •and reporting obligations," Merin
its are exposed. Using the words
said. He added that the Act was
of Jimmy. Buffet to put this pheclearly rushed through congress
nomenon in plainer terms, Merin
without considering "well over
said "the tide goes out and we
one hundred" modifications sugfind out who has been swimming
gested by the U.S. Securities and
naked."
Exchange Commission, but was
confident that such changes
After this, exposure comes
would be made in due lime. In
significant regulation. The curMerin's opinion this course of
rent scandals are now at the point
action was acceptable because it
of regulation in the cycle. The
served to bolster public confihistorical failures Merin had predence in the corporate world and
viously mentioned were related to
in the stock market, and "that's
regulatory legislation that later
see MERIN. on page 9
took place. The South Sea
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Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting!
Wednesday, November 20,2002
Visual Technologies Inc. (Interviews on campus 11/22/02)— Application
Developer
Fairmount Ventures, Inc. — Development-Associate .
....'• '•'.,
Connecticut Department of Correction — Pupil Services Specialist-School
Psychologist (Hartford), Pupil Services Specialist-School Psychologist
(Cheshire), State School TeacherTSpecial Education, Vocational InstructorCulinary Arts
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Thursday, November 21,2002
Meredith Broadcasting Group (\VFSB)-.^r-. Administrative Assistant/Sales
Friday, November 22,2002
Trinity College Women's Center — And-Violence Coordinator
Trinity College Austin Arts Center — Box Office Manager, House Manager,
Assistant House Managers, Production Assistants, Lead Production Assistants,
Payroll Manager, Box Office Staff, Costume Assistant, Costume Shop
Assistant Manager '.. .
Lesley University— ; UNIX Computer Operator
Southern Teachers Agency — High School Chemistry and Earth Science
Teacher
Town of Tolland — Highway Laborer
; , :
Monday, November 25, 2002
Spire Capital Partners, L.P. — Private Equity Internship
Tuesday, November.26,2002
Trinity College Child Care Center-^-Teacher Assistant

Saturday, November 30,2002 (continued)
Room Manager Men/Women, Recruiting Assistant, Training Room Assistant;
Office Assistant, Life Guard, Door Guard, Weight Room Asst., Sport Manager
Danzas AEI — Business Analyst
.
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network, The Schoon Group — Financial
Representative •
•
'
Monday, December 2,2002
Ruder Finn, Inc. — Executive Training Program-Winter Session
Tuesday, December 3,2002
,,.;
Trinity College Calendar — Calendar Special Events/ Student Assistant

, .. .
"•,'

Wednesday, December 4,2002
City of Ansonia — Emergency Medical Technician(Part-time)
Thursday, December 5,2002
The Japanese Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program —The 2003 Japan
Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program
\
,:':•'.'•.:::•:"''
•'..
: Friday,December6,2002
' ~ ' ' v.v
Trinity College English Department — Film Equipment Monitor
Trinity College Admissions — TourGuide
Monday, December 9,2002
Trinity College Health and Human Rights Department — Student Assistant
";
Wednesday, December i i , 2002
Trinity'College Conn. Policy .arid Economic Council — Program Assistant

Thursday, December 12,2002
Wednesday, November 27,2002
. Trinity College Conn. Policy and Economic Council — Research and.
Trinity College Audio Visual — AV Technician, Technician Trainee, AV
Evaluation Assistant
.,
•
: . '
Supervisor
Trinity College Knox Parks'Foundation —-Office/Technology Assistant,
Educational Programming, Hortieultura! Assistant
Thursday* November 28,2002
Trinity
College America Reads—Readers 'Club!;Tutor, Tutor
Trinity College Community Service—Rising Stars Program Coordinator
Assistant/Intern, Academic Mentor in the Rising Stars Program, V.A.M.P Bus
.:-- Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
Monitor
. . .
http://trincdll.erecruiting.com
Friday, November 29,2002
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Fairmount Ventures, Inc. — Project Assistant.'
Saturday, November 30,2002
The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. — Hartford Actuarial Student
Program
•
Trinity College Ferris Athletic Center — Intramural Assistant, Equipment

Walk-in hour? are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night wafk-ins from 6:00 PM.to ?:Qp PM

Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job listings

'
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Heads Present
Mother of Murder VictimsSpeaks
About Her Persona! Experiences Accomplishments
continued from page 1
Bosco and her family, after
some intense, soul-searching,
decided to tell a shocked and
angry jury that they did not want
to see Clark die. He got 220
years, with eligibility for parole at
•age sixty. , , - , . , : . . ,
;•• "I knew.tfyatJ had to forgive
him," Bosco said; "If you don't
undertake .the first step towards

Bosco "the mental institutions of
today."
Father John Pesce, a West
Hartford Catholic priest who was
in the audience, echoed this sentiment. "When you punish somebody, you seem to become superior to them, as if there is something inherently good in you,"
Pesce said. "The state- never
wants to admit that they are
wrong.!'
• Bosco concluded the evening
"Ifyquxidn't undertake the first step
with some thought-provoking
remarks. She has completed the
towards forgiveness, letting go, you interbook on World War 1 that her son
nalize that pain."
- Antoinette Bosco
Peter started before his death,
learning step by step the causes
and results of the conflict.
Bosco has also continued to
Kaczynski and head of New visit the prisons, persisted in her
forgiveness, letting go, you intermessage of. allowing for'fnie-jusf
Yorkers Against the Death
nalize that pain. You become
tice on God's time.
"...' •:
handcuffed to. fear and rage."
Penalty. ,
, :.
Bosco began to -Visit various '•• ••.-/." Boscoisays that David turned • •.:'• "1 hope.no one here.,h.a.s
with our highest selves."
She noted that 101 inmates
have been exonerated of their
crimes since living on Death
Row, and the bias she sees as
inherent in the system. "Nobody
rich gets the death penalty," she
said. 'The rich get lawyers."
Bosco is good friends with
David Kaczynski, brother of the
"Unabomber" ,
- Theodore

penitentiaries in her area, particularly Green Haven Correctional
Facility in lower New York State.

"hlopody, rich gets the death penalty.-;
:
The rich get lawyers.* • Bosco

She began to talk t o prisoners', ••'

t)is •brother in to federal officers
following un "assurance" that his
brother would.be spared capital
punishment. .
"With the dealh penalty." Mi.
Kaczynski said, "the state has
created authority over the life
principle."
Theodore Kaczynski is now
housed in solitary confinement in
a' federal prison, according to

through what I and my husband
and [six. surviving] children have
gone through. Because'it's hell."
she said.

Still, in the wake of years of
torment, there is hope. "1 believe
in 'restorative justice.' When a
crime has been committed, someone has gouged some goodness
out of the earth. We must work to
heal the evil that has been done."

Greenwich Country
Day School
The Greenwich Country Day School
Co-Teacher Program

; '

:

:

:

-. '•' .
"

.
.

WEDNESDAY • November 20,2002 .
6:30—8:30 at Career Services
Bring your Resume to this information
session to be considered for the co-teacher position

cjaiiipiis."

Real
with Andy Filler '87
Bill RoynO'!ds-71
&. Kevin North'74

Vice President, CB Richard Ellis

Bill Reynolds'71
VP, Development
Meristar Hotels & Resorts
•

:

• and

' ,

• '• Talcott Corp.

'

to learn more about the
exciting field of
Commercial Real Estate.

.:

"V • •'./'•'".
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of this community." . • . .'•
He expressed hope.for a more
top-down influence for a more
proactive stance towards multicultural questions ori campus. '"I

Student Body President Gene
Hsu '04 wrapped up llie meeting
wilh a short address. He
expressed is opinion thai this year
has been more difficult than previous ones! but also more fun.
This is due to the SGA taking
on larger issues on campus
instead of smaller, more detailed
projects.
"We're here lo have
fun and make a difference on

Andy Filjer'87

teacher in a classroom learning teaching skills and
techniques. We provide housing on our 80 acre
campus, medical benefits and tuition assistance fro
graduate school. Many; prestigious colleges and - •
universities are located within commuting distance of.
. Greenwich, CT. A $18,500 stipend is paid.

Email-, s d a v i s @ g c d s . n e f

lers on campus, You have someone like myself. I'm an RA...1 do
a lot of stuff on this campus. I
have been reported to my RA."
Lacy feels this is indicative of a
larger problem on campus. •,. "It.
means you are 'not seen as a part

• Gome meet. .

.' If you are a college; graduate interested in exploring •
the teaching field, we oiler a co-teacher internship.
Co-teachers work for one or two years with a mentor

S^nd resume & cover letter to:
Suzanhe.S; Davis';
',
Associate Director of Hiring
The Greenwich Country Day School
P.O::^x1&3, Old Church Road
Greenwich! CT 06836
.'

know it's ambitious, but the frustrations you might feel [about
defining a course of action] is
what we feel."
Ruchi Sisodia '03, the vicepresident of Finance, spoke about
the Student Activity Fee, which
currently stands at $170 per student per year. She explained that
this semester has been mostly
clerical • work...-. The annual
Leadership Symposium was held
again to explain the rules for student organizations regarding their
funding and the general running
of an organization associated with
the school. She expressed a
desire to come up with more specific guidelines to help the leaders
of the individual groups to operate more efficiently.
••• •. -. Rob .Corvo '04 spoke to the
'role of the executive vice-presi.dent' in SGA affairs. Currently
the-office has been less than utilized. Corvo hopes to make the
job. .into an SGA internal affairs
committee, a sort of SGA speaker.

color have been reported to offi-' He plans'to have news regarding
rials as being suspicious cliarao •. this soon enough,

research \he\r crimes and learn
about the judicial process. What
she discovered appalled her.
'
"We are a country of punishment, not rehabilitation," she
said. "1 low did we over gel so
hard-hearted".'" Bosco repeatedly •
questioned 'whether, the United
States wishes to be a violent or
non-violent society, and who has
(lie right to take a life.
"This gut-wrenching question," Bosco said, "cannot be
dealt .with intellectually but only.

continued from page I
through the Green Campus
Initiative. She- lamented that the
administration was slow in getting this program going, but that
plans were currently being discussed. She reported that a survey regarding Chartwells is ready
to be tabulated .for distribution, -,
and expressed a desire to create a
student alcohol policy for the stu. dent integrity contract. •
.
Jamal Lacy ..'03, vice-president of multicultural affairs for
SGA, spoke next. He summed up
the theme of his presentation with
one word: "frustration." He
expressed concern about racial
profiling that has been increasing
on campus since the stabbing
incident two weeks ago. This
practice is;"aninsult.to the people
that .are.m the cofnrriuhity. Just
^like'anyoiieifse, tfifcy, are.studentS./"
;arTrinity;College, '.they work at
Trinity Co]lege, they get excellent
:; grades at-Tririity College." '..:•;• •.\....
;.••• v . He-;lamehted that ;studeftts of

WEDNESDAY
November 20, 2002
6:30-8:00 p.rn.
at Career Services
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Merin Speaks to Trinity School Launches Trinity
and Hartford Businesses Exchange to Replace QPs
continued from page 7
what this is all about," he said.
Merin also went back to his historical
examples to point out that the recent exposure of scandal in American business is no
where near as debilitating as crises that
have happened in the past. He seemed to
suggest that because the nation had survived other large scale business failures
that the current abuses of governance
would surely be survived as well without
any major revolution in the corporate system. He emphasized that "perspective can
help calm the crisis."
"In the big scheme of things, I believe
that our financial markets will eventually
recover and continue to grow. The markets

must come from the leadership of any company, and any fraudulent company is a failure of people and not of the system of governance, Merin reassured.
The speaker also mentioned the importance of sufficient education for current
and future business leaders in business
ethics^so that the misjudgments made by
some of today's corporate leaders would
not be repeated.,
.
This education, in combination with
the strengthening of accounting practices
and with new regulation from the govern^ment and the New York Stock Exchange
will be enough to right public confidence,
corporate operation, and investment activity, Merin believes.

EILEEN FLYNN
NEWS

EDITOR

On November 18 the Quik-Post system
that Trinity students have been accustomed
to for the reception of announcements on
campus was replaced by the Trinity
Exchange. The Trinity Exchange is a website on which all events announcements are
posted for students and faculty to access.
Twice daily emails will be sent with
links to particular announcements, whiqh
can then be read in full by clicking on the

community to gain information about
Trinity events in a more efficient and hassle- free manner."
Seniors, who have gone through three
full years with the QP system, have voiced
positive feelings about the new system.
Patrick Bradley-Moore '03 said "It's about
f@*&ing time. QPs are like those nutrition
books that you know you should read and
take advantage of but never do cuz they
suck and there are too many of 'em."
Freshmen, who have only now been
adjusting to the QP system-are not general-

"...a business which has leaders without ethics is a
business at risk."
- Mitch Merin
correct- it's a natural cycle;": Merin
showed several graphs that showed the
strength of the American economy in
recent years against other global markets
and the general trend of increasing total
investment returns in the past eighty years.
Bullet points in the power point presentation also reminded the audience that
"remedies are more important than the
scandals," but that "remedies are no substitute for ethics." Remedies and regulations
are not sufficient alone in corporate governance because they deal with form and not
substance.
While many of Enron's practices followed the form of the law, the principlesbehind their actions was beyond what the
creators of regulations could have imagined. Because of this, ethical business

; .Reactions :to, Mr, MtJrm's lecture' 'were
consistently positive.' "His slide presentation was very well done,"1 remarked Bill
Jenkins '03. Trinity Economics Professor
William O'Connor agreed with Merin's
faith in the eventual recovery of markets.
Local businessman John Keane appreciated the "historical perspective" that
Merin brought-to the current economic
issues. Keane was skeptical as to whether
the regulations passed in Congress "really
address the problems at hand."
While he agreed • with Merin's optimism about market and confidence recovery, he noted that it was in the speaker's
best interest .to. take this stance, since the
investment in which his company specializes depends on public confidence in the
future economy.

Wail Street
interviewing Tips
with Peter RyanB84
Formerly of Goldman Sachs,
Peter will provide interviewing
tips and strategies for those
interested in a career in finance.
Bring a copy of your resume
and a notebook to the
presentation.

November 20,2002
8:00—9:00 PM
at Career Services
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20,000 leagues under the QPs.
title. Logging onto the website itself will
allow users to customize the Trinity
Exchange1 as well as access all the posted
information. The project was-begun in
2001 by the Computing Center and the
total team 'involvement with the
Communications Office began in the
spring term of last year.
The-site opens tij-a page that Jists alt
announcernentson the.front page, allowing
students and faculty to access'all the information by clicking on the title link present' Beneath••• the'Events Announcements
section on the homepage is a section entitle
Today's Events, allowing students to look
there to see what is'happening on campus
rather than-scrolling through QPs and try-

ly excited about this new method. Lisa
Castignetti said "Instead of saving time, the
Trinity Exchange will force us students to
spend more time going through programs
we are neither interested nor involved in. 1
don't really mind QPs; at least 1 can delete
the ones-thai don't apply lo me. This whole
Trinity Exchange thing is not a'good idea,
though. I'm not looking forward to it."
The new system will also directly
affect faculty and staff, since they send out
QPs, (or some on a daily basis.
... Laura, Lockwood of the Women's
Center said "I'm keeping an open mind,
and hoping that students feel less bombarded, yet still take advantage of this new system and come to programs which interest
them." She also joked that at the very least

"This change will enable the Trinity community to
gain information about Trinity events in a more efficient and hassle- free manner." • Kristi Sawyer '04
ing! to keep track of what is happening
when. ; .
The.site is basic in its design, allowing
those not Internet savvy to navigate the site
quickly and efficiently, by presenting all
the information necessary on the homepage.
; The website will hopefully, serve as a
more efficient method of disseminating
information about upcoming events on
campus. Mary O'Connor said that the reason for'the change was that "there have
been cbmjpJaints about overload," and that
."people were deleting QPs and not reading
• <hem."
,
•Student reaction to the change in emailing.has been mixed, While some have
been glad at the idea that their inboxes will
be less full, others, like sophomore Deepti
Pattiri have voiced an initially negative
view; "My initial response to the exchange' was,NOOO..-because I quite liked having
the massive numbers of QPs," she said.
However, upon receiving better information about the exact nature of this new system, Paturi found that she is "willing to
give the exchange a chance."
Those who are excited about this new
method of announcements, like Kristi
Sawyer '04, say, "I feel that the change
.from the ' QP system to the Trinity
• Exchange is a positive change for our campus; This change will enable the Trinity

the system would mean that she could no
longer be accused of being the "QP
Queen."
Fr. Raymond Smialowski said'that tie
was "not sure how it will effect and my
ministry here at Trinity." He expressed a
fear that it might be more difficult to get
information out to the campus, but he was
going to take a "wait and see" attitude
to ward,the program.
,
,,•
Christine Dcvanney, Administrative
Assistant Human Rights, was enthusiastic
about the change, saying; "I-feel Trinity
Exchange will be a giant leap forward in
helping all of us manage the deluge of emails that we receive on a daily basis." She
noted that the site makes it easier on those
sending QPs. "I will no longer have to
mark my calendar to remind me to send the
information one week prior, two days prior,
and the day of the event as I do now," said
Norton.
Joseph Barber, Assistant Director for
Operations, feels that it is loo soon to know
what the effect will be, saying, "I do hope
that it ends up serving the internal communication needs of the campus better than
the QP system, but it is certainly too early
to judge at this point in time."
However, the humor of getting multiple QPs about the end of QPs was not lost
on this reporter. We at the Tripod hope it
was not iost on you.

A

The Trinity Anti-War Coalition (TAWC)
invites YOU to join a demonstration
to protest the impending war against Iraq
Monday/ November
4:15pm
Mather Terrace

Join TAWC in adopting this Pledge of Resistance
.••'.iU

We believe that as people living
in the United States it is our
responsibility to resist the
injustices done by our government,
in our names

Not by our mouths
will we let fear silence us
Not by our hearts
will we allow whole peoples
or countries to be deemed evil

Not in our name
will you wage endless war
there can be no more deaths

Not by our will
and Not in our name

no more transfusions
of blood for oil

We pledge resistance
We pledge alliance with those
who have come under attack
for voicing opposition to the war
or for their religion or ethnicity

Not in out* name
will you invade countries
bomb civilians, kill more children
letting history take its course
over the graves of the nameless

We pledge to make common cause
with the people of the world
to bring about justice,
freedom and peace

Not in our name .
will you erode the very freedoms
you have claimed to fight for
Not by our hands
will we supply weapons and
funding for the annihilation of
families on foreign soil

:

Another world is possible
and w e pledge to make it real

NOVEMBER 19,.
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Edgardo Mane Explores Religious!^
Creative Script Portrays a Clash of Religions But Lackluster Acting Detracts From the Quality of the Show
MATTHEW BA^SOM
-ARTS WRITER

morning and rush in to see their
son, they find him miraculously
recovered,
Having enjoyed "Much Ado
However, when the Pope
About Nothing" at the Hartford
learns of this, he declares that it is
Stage a month or two ago, I
the church's obligation to reclaim
found myself in the fortunate
the child and raise him in a
position of being able to return to
Christian family. He consequentthe Stage and view its newest
offering, "Edgardo- Mine." I did- ly sends his henchmen to the
family and forcibly removes
n't know much about the show
Edgardo
from
them.
going in, only that it dealt with
Subsequently ihe Church adopts
themes of Judaism. I expected
the young boy and slowly indocsomething heavy, but was
trinates him to Christ, removing
pleased to find out that the play
from him any traces of his Jewish
did not take itself too seriously.
heritage. Although the parents
Nonetheless, the issues dealt with,
try to rescue their son, when they
by the play, tensions between
are finally given audience with'
Jews and Christians, were cerhim, in front of the Pope, they
tainly quite serious. I wanted to
find that his conversion has been
be able, to enjoy this more than I
done well. No longer a Jew, the
did, and found some of the acting
parents are .faced with a terrible
to be melodramatic. This subtracted from the overall impact of
choice: convert and be reunited
the story.
• with their son, or'maintain their
Jewish religion and give him up.
The play centers around a
"Edgardo Mine" deals with
rather simple concept. A young
this conflict between family and
boy, Edgardo, is born into a
religion quite well. The problem
Jewish family in Bologna, Italy
we are faced with as audience
in the middle 1800's. We learn
members is lhai -neither side
immediately that ihe Jews of the seems evil in its intent. Although
it is clearly not kosher thai
city are forced to live in a ghetto.

Edgardo's Mother, Randy Graff.
These characters, are pitted
against each other throughout the
play. Interestingly, at various
times'during the play, these two
characters step out of character
and talk to each other. That is, the
two gain awareness of the fact
that they are in a play, but continue their bickering on that level.
Often Edgardo's mother tells the
Pope that she wants to stay for the

scene is done, one character, usually the vocal rnother,1 would

mother's fantasy is indulged, the
Pope regains control of the situa-

This play is indeed based on a true
story.
demand that they re-do the scene
correctly. Most touching is her
demand for a. re-do of their meeting with Edgardo after months oi

tion, saying, "but that's not how
it really went."
This play is indeed based
upon ,a true story. Edgardo
grows up to become a renown
priest, unwilling to accept his
true Jewish heritage. In fact, in
one of the play's later moments,
when he returns to his family to
visit his dying mother, he offers
her the cross and thus salvation
from death. His separation from
his family is absolute, interestingly paralleling a subplot
regarding the Pope's loss of control over Italy's Papal States.
Although a • thoroughly
enjoyable . story, the play was
weakened
by melodrama.

Though certainly moving, 1
never,fell so.engaged with rlie
characters to sympathize with the
tremendous outpourings of grief
and sadness coming from Ihe
lather, played by Michael
Countryman. His vocal presence
seemed dwarfed by the mother's
anger.

... convert and be reunited with their
son, or maintain their Jewish religion ...

Further, the overworked parents
have seven other children in
addition to Edgardo. One night
the parents find baby Edgardo
with a horrible fever, and after
consulting a hurried doctor, too
busy to be seriously bothered
with the problems of Jews, arc
forced to put him to bed. When
the parents retire for the night,
(hey leave Edgardo in the care of
their servant, a young Catholic
woman. Upset that the baby may
die, she does all she can, and bapti/xs baby Edgardo by sprinkling
water over him in his crib. When
the parents awaken the next

Furthermore, much of the
dialogue of the play was rather
plain. Although a clear story is
not to he undervalued, Eduardo
Mine was rife with colloquialisms and base language. I had
Edgardo is taken from his birth
hoped that the dialogue would
family, when he.is adopted by the
SWSMSSM?*
captivate me as it did in "Much
church, he is surrounded by lovAdo About Nothing," but was
ing elders. In lac 1, the Pope
quite disappointed.
becomes- very
.affectionate Cover of a Playbill Portraying the
COURTCSY OF JAMIE
towards the boy, and Edgardo
In.sum,, the play was fun.
CALABRese ,
Symbolism of the Religions, at odds.
looks upon him as his second
Although it dealt with serious
father, calling him.by his nick-, nexrsceric although shp is not.iij separation. Whereas it) the first . issues^ its utilization pf some
version, little Edgardo praises his
it. He always acquiesces relucname, "Nono," ' Edgardo is
non-traditional techniques added
Christian teachings to his parents,
tatight the way of Christ by car- tantly, and during many of'his
spice to and lightened the mood
!
in the mother's version, he proscenes, she stands silently watch';ing priests and sisters; being a
in many places.' However, overclaims his,hate for his situation
ing by the rear of the set.
young and impressionable child,
all, the play fell short of deliverarid expresses his wishes to return
Another interesting techhe accepts the wrongness of ihe
ing .0ruly:.rriovirig and provocahome. 'Sadlyi:Jtibugh. after,the' tive story. \
nique used by; the. playwright,
Jewish lifestyle and is quick to
,
Alfred Uhry, is .that of -re-doing
embrace Christianity.
scenes. At particularly, important
The play's main characters
arc the Pope, Brian'Murray,' and' moments, just when"we: think a

Oprah and Lawrence

CINESTUDIO
SAFE CONDUCT (LAISSEZ PASSER)
(2002, France) Directed by Bertrand Tavernier. Screenplay by Jean Cosmos and Bernard Tavernier.
Cinematographer: Alain Choquart. Cast: Jacques Gamblin, Marie Gillian, Charlotte Kady, Denis>Podalydes.

.

•••••••

•

• .

';..-...

.

The new film by director Bertrand Tavernier ('Round Midnight, A Sunday in the Country) was a favorite
of critics and audiences at the 2002 New York Film Festival. The story,.based on real events and actual characters, looks at the attempts of the French film industry to stay alive.during the. Nazi Occupationv
of World War' l\. The people, and the moral'choioes, are complex: One screenwriter uses hisposition to
make conquests, while an assistant director (Jacques Gamblin) risks everything to work for the
Resistance. A powerful work on the real lives of people who, for better or tor worse, rfiade movies '
:
while living under the brutality of Nazism. 170 min.
.'• :
'; .
WHITE OLEANDER
.
;
(2002) Director: Peter Kominsky. Screenplay by Mary Agnes Donoghue, base on the novel by Janet - •
Fitch. Cast: Alison Lohman, Michelle Pfeiffer, Renee Zellweger, Robin Wright Penn, Patrick Fugit,
Svetlana Efremova, Cole Hauser..
• '
.
'•
,;
, , . : . ..':
'.;,;
Janet Fitch's best-selling novel has become a richly turbulent movie on a young woman's .attempt to
escape from the poisonous influence of her mother. Alison Lohman plays Astrid Magnussetr;a tough
Los Angeles teenager who Is sent to "foster care hell" when her'mother, played with diabolical-egotismby Michelle Pfieffer, is sent to jail for murder. Each new placement brings trouble: first, with-a born
again ex-stripper (Robin Wright Penn) and her leering boyfriend; next with a fragilB B-movie actress
(Renee Zellweger); and. finally,.with a Russian emigre (Svetlana; Efremova) who is a model of self-. , ..
reliance. The impressive women In this story of survival make astrong case for a new golden/age of •
H o l l y w o o d actresses;.; 110 min

•. •• •••••"

. ":'

•'.

\

,-•'•;.

••

;

••,'

Oleander, an; adaptation of Janet
Finch's novel of the same name.
One girl's world explodes when
her mother:)is imprisoned for
Sex, Murder, Love, And One
murder. Consequently shuffled
.White Guy In The Middle Of
from foster home to foster home,
The Desert -HI would really dig.
she is forced .to come to grips
it if you went with that last one,
with her mother's influence as
, but more for rny own personal,
. amusement' • than ifor any other she chooses the woman she will
1
become. •
reason). ' So' you' know that
In Sex and, Lucia, a writer
weird, mysterious trailer they've
and his, girlfriend have a beautibeen showing at Cinestudio for
passionate relationship
like the last month? The one ful,
' together ;,uniyij he dies, It isn't
with the guy on the horse in •the
LIZ WELSH
ARTS WRITER

.. .••

;•':...'.' •;;- .-••.• -.;"/.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
;
?'••'-•'•/•: ^ F ' v : : :
(1962 Britain) Directed by David Lean. Screenplay by Robert Bolt, based on the writings of T.E>.'. ..Lawrence Cinematographer: F.A. Young. Restoration: Robert A. Harris, David Lean and Jim Painten.
Cast- Peter O'Toole Omar Sharif, Alec Guiness, Anthony Quinn, Jack Hawkins, Claude Rains.
Mark vour calendars for this extraordinary movie experience: the 40th anniversary screeningpf a new
70mm restored print of David Lean's Lawrence of Arabia! This splendid restoration of the director's cut
adds 20 minutes of footage cut from the original. Peter O'Toole is magnificent as TE. Lawrence, best
known for enlisting'the help of warring Arab leaders in Britain's fight against Turkey. The. film also
fivnlnrps the uneonverifipriahLawrence's rejection of colonialism, his embrace of Arabian.cuKure, and:.
h• hnmn<!fiifiialitv "What a bold, mad act of genius it was to make Lawrence of Arabia, or. even think
that i? could be made. It is a great experience to see it as .Lean intended it in 1.962.—, Roger ELbert,
Chicago Sun Times.

Tuesday night's ybui•las^Wairice to see
Safe Conduct..
desert, and ,it •doesn't., say; what
the movie:.is;?-':;;,v'-;?,'. •.'::"' :, '••
A;ir-.your questions will be
answered when the •reissue of

Lawrence ^dj\'Arabia opens -on:
Sunday.'*Bcfore I rriove on to teil
you about all the movies, I just
have ta'thro'w in; If you dig sex
scenes, check out Sex and Lucia
(of course, with a title like
that...). ;;:
', '
Tuesday night's, your last
chance to see Safe Conduct, or
Laissez-Pqsser (which literally
means "let (us/them) pass'*). It's
a French film Abased on actual
events during World,War II, following the decisions of .members
• of the French fijrri. industry asked••.
by the Nazis to assist their cause,
Direct from Oprah's Book
Club'to Cinestudio:, that's right,,
playing, this- week is •While-,

until after his death, when she
takes -.a, vacation : : ' o n / . a
Mediterranean island as a. means
of .escaping..the tragedy,: that
Lucia1 allows herself to see. all the
aspects of their relationship.
T.E. Lawrence = Dead British
Guy. So why all the hullabaloo
about the 40th anniversary reissue of the film Lawrence of
Arabia1.,

.••.,..

It won some Oscars, including the one for Best Picture, but
that's,, true of many a film.
Lawrence of Arabia has the
advantage of stunning visuals, an
intriguing; main character, and
• skillful filmmaking.on its side.
>• it's the .story. of a dead British
guy, yes, but a decidedly different:
dead British guy, depicted as ho
'dead British: guy;:ha;s everlbeen:
; portrayed before,^ ,,',,,,.-... ., ,,,-:
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Seasoned Actors Light Up the Stage in JNew Haven
JAMIE CALABRESE
ARTS WRITER

reveal the scenes of Paul's everyday life - his apartment, his par-

a moment of awkward advance
that- young Evan is not gay.

Playing at the Long Wharf
Theater in New Haven1 through
November 24, Going Native is the
world .premiere of Steven
Drunkman's first play. This fantastic
drama
follows the
fledgeling anthropologist Paul as
he struggles to find his place in a
community- among his Jewish
family, his professional colleagues, and his gay.community.
In all of these circles'Paul feels in
limbo, on the edge.of belonging
but not quite a natural part; of any
one. The cast of this premiere, is
packed with accomplished actors
and actresses, including Jerry
Adler, who has worked as producer, director, and production stage
manager on over fifty broadway
plays Adler plays Paul's swindling uncle, Jimmy Paul's mother is played by "Jessica Waiter,
who has had as many appearances
in modern film and television
productions as she has on the serious stage. Paul's flamboyantly
homosexual crqny, Ed, ts masterfully portrayed b*y Billy Porter, a
young and.'very accomplished
y o g SQgCT • The drama is
Qg
actor 'a
greeted'b/Qfeg Learning
Going ^otov&i'worked well in

only witness, prefers to label the
attack as a mugging along with
the police, while Ed and Evan
want to expose the crime for
what it really is. These circumstances lay the foundation for the
climactic scenes of the play,

Another wonderful feature of the
play is that it is filled with allusions to both the Wizard of Oz
(Paul is on a journey to find his
true home, is sedated by "poppy"
drugs after he is battered, and is
accompanied by four steadfast

Trinity students enjoy a student discount at the Long Wharf.

friends along the way) and to
where Paul realizes he has. found
Hamlet (Paul's mother marries
the turning point - the rite of pashis uncle Jimmy after the death
sage - for which he has been
searching. Does he bury his suf- of Paul's idolized father, and Paul
is marked by the flaw of indecifering in his love for Nick and
sion).
remain silent, even though Nick
has left him? Or does he expose
Furthermore, the fine synerthe mauling and risk public scorn
gy achieved between laugh-outand controversy?
loud comic scenes and heartwrenching moments of loss and
The question remains unanconfusion make watching the
swered as Paul finishes the
play a very cathartic experience.
• anthropological by showing
slides of his community - Ed, A woman at the Long Wharf
Theater box office told me she
Evan, Jimmy, and his mother.
had seen the play once and was
Finally, the slide screen goes
going again with her friends this
blank as Paul calls "next,' next,
week.
next..." and the lights fade to
black.The acting in this play was
At first 1 took this as a ploy
stellar, with each character havto sell last-minute tickets in order
Going Native is a tale of an anthropolo! L«.Y5!LL
ing a distinctive aura ;\nd a disto fill the house. After seeing the
gist's search for his own iidentity,,
tinctive relationship vviih Paul.
performance for myself, I only
box
The format of an anthropologiwanted the curtain to rise again
Long < Ma$Vsroafl
>>lack
Paul finally hnds love in
ent's
Connecticut
home,
a
nightcal tour that turns from objective
theHte'f!" "Sta|e?1lnV The play
so 1 could watch the play for a
Nick., a tough man from Brooklyn
club, a restaurant. Paul, who is
to personal but is still just as
opened astif Paul were taking the
second time. There are so many
who also feels estranged from the
homosexual but despises "fags/''
audience on £ ''tStir* through the
informative sends a powerful
subtle elements to this wonderful
gay "community at large. After
as he calls them, and the idea "of
anthropological^ fhuseum 'where
message. The only purely static
performance that it is difficult to
being together for many months,
the gay community, first
he has'Vorked as alt'einp for three
part of the set is a huge set of fully appreciate in just one silPaul djiscoveis that Nick is marbecomes attracted'to his younger
years The museum display then
Greco-Roman style columns on
ting. . Luckily, the woman in the
ried arid has-not come out of the
cousin. Paul abruptly fealizes in
retracted at different points to
either side of the stage.
box office also informed me that
closet. Although he loves Paul,
Trinity students enjoy a student
Nick refuses to disrupt his life by
These columns are topped by
discount at the Long Wluirf.
coming out to his loved ones, and
an architrave engraved with the
...is packed with accomplished actors
Tickets to this show were half
does not consider himself gay. • words "Homo Sa'pieh" - emphaprice...so go ahead and see it two
and actresses.
Even when Paul becomes the vicsizing the universality of the
times!
tim of a gay hate crime, Nick the
struggle for self-identification.

Regular Pizza

Small (14") $7.25

Large (17") $10.00

*0ver 30 toppings to choose from to create your own pizza

HILLSIDE AVENUE, HAETFQED
(Only 2 minutes from the Summit Street Dormitories) ,

Gourmet Pizzas

Small $11.50 Urge $16.50

I. C a m p a g n i a — red onion, sun dried tomatoes, hot peppers, ricotta, genoa, garlic, parsley
2 . Chicken PeStO A r t i c h o k e — garnished with tomatoes or peppers
3 . N e p p o l i t a n a — tomatoes, basil, garlic

Now Featuring a
Brick Oven & Grill

4 . M e l a n Z & n a •— eggplant, ricotta, tomatoes, mancini, garlic, pesto
5 . lUti FoiTimagi — garlic,ricotta, mozz, flavored cheeses, herbs, garnished with tomatoes
6 . W h i t e S p i n a c h — ricotta, flavored cheeses, topped with mozz, garnished with tomatoes
7 . W h i t e BrOCCOli — ricotta, flavored cheeses, topped with moz2, garnished with tomatoes
8 . G a r d e n i e r a — garlic oil, seasonal assorted vegetables and herbs

Original Ptiilly Cheese Steaks
and a Wide Variety of
Stir-Grilled Sandwiches

9 . Cajlin ChiCken — hot peppers, onion, roasted peppers, crushed tomatoes, Cajun herbs
1.0. C h i c k e n P a r m — breaded chicken, blend of cheeses, garnished with tomatoes or pepper:
1 J . G i a m b o t t a — grilled chicken, sausage, mancini, tomatoes, blend of cheeses, herbs
1 2 . B a r b e q i i e Chicken — topped with a blend of cheeses and scallions
1 3 . W h i t e C l a m — topped with cheeses, pmley and sliced lemons for garnish
1 4 . ClamS CaSinO — bacon, chilies, tomatoes, scallions, roasted peppers, cheeses, herbs

"..THE ONLY PLACE IN THE HARTFORD

1 5 . S h r i m p S c a m p i — artichoke hearts, tomatoes, fillets ofredpeppers and herbs

AREA NEAR TRINITY COLLEGE WHERE

1 6 . H o U S e S c a m p i — shrimp, capers, scallions, tomatoes, a blend of herbs and cheeses

THE SOCIAL ATMOSPHERE OF AN OLD-

1 7 . SCECCiatta — garlic oil, potatoes, spinach, sausage, blend of cheeses

*Please order by number.

FASHIONED TAVERN IS.PERFECTLY
BLENDED WITH THE BEST FROM THE
SIZZLING GRILLS OF PHILADELPHIA
TO THE GOURMET BRICK OVEN
L FLAVORS OF NEW YORK AND ITALY.

FREE DELIVERY
From 5 PM till the late hours

9 T.V. Screens to Cover All Hapr Sports Events
"Two Forms of ID required - Strictly Enforced

Only 2 minutes from campus

Salads
Tossed Salad - $2,75
Caesar Salad - $4,25
House Garden Salad - $3.75
Greek Salad- $5.95
Mediterranean Salad - $4.50
Chef Salad - $5.95
Antipasto - $5.95
*Add either Grilled or Marinate!
Chicken for an extra $2.25
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Sleepy Sunday Movie
On a freezing, rainy day like last
Sunday, in my opinion, there are only two
worthwhile things to do: take a nap or go
see a movie. 1 attempted to combine these •

finally clicks and you can figure out who is
who and how they relate to each other?
Well, before 1 got to that clicking part, 1 fell
asleep, which I've discovered you can do
without even realizing you're doing it. The
.subtitles would begin to blur and my'head
would slump comfortably against the back

two options by going to set a. matinee

wall.

showing of Safe Conduct (Laissez-Passer),
at Cinestudio. Nothing says naptime more
than a dark, wnrm theater and a nearly
three-hour long French film.
Sale Conduct is the story of French

Foreign films are good to sleep
through because once you've close your
eyes Die dialogue can filter from one ear
through to the other without any of that
distracting comprehension going on in

BAILEY TRIGGS
ARTS WRITER

The subtitles would begin to blur...
filmmakers struggling to make movies
during the Nazi rule of France during
World War II. The film production com-'
pany where they work, is taken over by the
Germans and their activities are closely
monitored. Throughout the movie, you get

your brain. The only problem with sleeping
through movies set during wars is that the
periodic bombing arid artillery fire can
give you a rude awakening. Thankfully,
Safe Conduct, although set during World
War II had-minimal war scenes. There
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Emotional Musical Blend
Carl Hancock Rux has channeled his
experiences.of growing.up .in NYC's foster
care system in Harlem and the South
Bronx, and his later exposure to the
Nuyori.can. Poet's .Cafe, and Columbia
University, into' critically praised, poetry,
plays and music. In 1994, he was chosen

by THE.NEW YORK TIMES as "One of
30 Artists- V.iidcrthe Ageof 30 M-ost Likely
to Influence Culture- Over -the .Next 30
Years;" Upon".pju'blicauon of his-debut collection -of poetry and prose., "Pagan
Operetta," Rux appeared on the cover of
the'-' ^VILLAGE.',- VOICE
Literary
Supplement as one of eight "Writers on the
Verge .of Impacting, the Literary
Landscape."
The NEW YORK POST
praises his "dizzying oral artistry . . .
unleashing a torrent nf nannrhad nnnlrv

YORK as ,,an experimental mix of rock,
drum 'n bass, soul, music, hip-hop,
freestyle jazz and funk"~was praised by
THE NEW YORK TIMES as one of the
top 10 alternative music CD.s of 1999.
For
. mor.e
information,
visit
http://wwvv.carlhancockrux.com/
The Foundry Theatre was formed in
1994 by Artistic.Director, Melanie Joseph,
with board member, Dr. Cornel West, with
UK goal of assembling a community of
artists with revolutionary ideas for the theater. Since then, The Foundry Theatre
has received five Obie Awards and two
Drama Desk nominations. In 1995, their
"Convention Of Cartography" received
the Obie Award for Best Play and a Drama
Desk Award nomination for Most Original
Thpalrii-.nl F.xnerience.

a sense of the undercurrent of fear running
through the people. At any moment, were, however, prolonged scenes of a
German soldiers could stop them and Frenchman riding his bike over 200 miles
demand to sec their papers to.prove their through the French countryside, to sec his
which were very conducive to napidentity. They could also be searched,and. ..wife,
i
if any anti-German tracts xvere found on
them, they would be immediately thrown
in to jail. L-lyery .once in awhile, a minor .
character would be taken off and imprisoned, never to,be seen or heard from,
again. In one scene, a,busload of 'Jewish' .
people wearing yellow stars cuts through .'
the shot, reminding the audience that this •
movie isn't all about making movies, even .:
though that is its main focus.
'.':
/'-<

•''•:•/ At.lhe end of the movie- when.the film
used ihe-conceit of telling it's audience ihe
future of each character, it-didn't mailer
.much 1 still didn't know who.eaclr.eharacicr ..was,..and, throughout most ol' (lie
movie, 1 "Vyns uncertain if Uvo eiianicters
who looked alike were actually one person
or two (re-reading ihe Blurb helped me
solve that mystery). _. .
;
•':•: So next time you're in the niood to
The information.) just gave you.about., take a nap and your roommate is occupyIhe movie derives mostly from what I read • ing the room with-his/her significant! other.,
in the Cinestudio pamphlet and the few •'• just lake your five dollars over to
scenes I was awake enough to remember.' Cinestudio when they're playing a long
foreign film (Sundays are your best bet for
There was probably a lot more plot develthat option). You'll either get a nice nap or
opment and nuances in the script that got
see a good movie out of the bargain Wlvii
totally lost on me You know when you
better way io spend your Sunday .iltei
first start lo watch ,1 movie and sometimes
noon1*
it takes you almost half MI hour befoie H

New York native artist Carl Hancock Rux will take the
stage at Austin Arts Center on December 6.
and postmodern Hip-Bop music . . .. from
hellacious to hilarious and back again."
Cited by INTERVIEW magazine as
one of the "Fifty Most Talented Men for

FILE PHOTO

Two .years later, "Hot Mouth" received
a Drama Desk Award nomination for
Most Original Theatrical Experience. In
1999, "Race Of The Ark Tattoo" receives

Rux's views on race, sex and politics burst out of his
lyrics with humor, rage and angst.

wta^trijiitytrlpdd.com.

Tomorrow," Rux's views oh race, sex and . the Obie Award for Best Play and Matthew
Maher received .ftiej Obie Award for Best
politics burst out of his lyrics with humor,
Performance.
rage and angst. Rux's plays include "Song
of Sad Young Men," "Chapter Verses,"
One year :;, later,'Lola Pashalinski
"Singing in the Womb of Angels," "Pipe,"
received the Obie Award for Best
"Geneva Cottrell Waiting for the Dog to
Performance, for '"Gertrude And'Alice,"
Die," "Smoke," and "Lilies and Jade"
and The Foundry receives the Ross
(commissioned by the prestigious Public
WetzsteorPObie Award for its overall conTheatre in NYC). Rux's "Talk" was com- tribution to '.the. Off-Broadway theater com• missioned by The Foimdry"Thcatre, workmunity, whe'n'it-was cited as "a theater
shopped at Sundance, and won two Obie
that both., footers-..new, envelope-pushing
awards for its April 2002 Foundry prework and that engages artists in the thornimiere at the Public Theatre. Rux has perest issues of the world we inhabit, encourformed throughout the US, Europe, West
aging us to take on the big moral and
Africa and Asia, and has also been compolitical questions.").
missioned to write (and/or) perform his
The "No Black Male Show" prepoetry for dance by the Alvin Ailcy
miered in October 2000 at Joe's Pub, a
American Dance Theater, Urban Bush
new performance space affiliated with
Women and Marlies Yearby & Movin,
NYC's prestigious Joseph Papp Public
Spirits Dance Theatre. Rux.s debut CD of
Theater.
poetry and music, "Rux. Revue" (Sony
For more information,
visit
Music) - described by TIME OUT/NEW . www.thefoundryLheatre.org.
. • ,'
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Being a Child Of the 80s Please Don't Kill the Kittens
This past Saturday night may very well
have been one of my top three nights here
at Trin. Last year, being a self-conscious

I do remember consists mostly of Saturday
morning cartoons and My Little Ponies.
My memory of that decade is in large part
a construct of nostalgia events
like our very own 80s Party.
Maybe It's Me
What I'm trying to say (rather
—;
.ineffectively) is that we don't
freshman, I didn't go to the 80s Parly. I
really know what the 80s were like because
was too cool for the Party Barn (whoops, I
we weren't active participants. We weren't
mean Club V), too cool to throw on some . sixteen when Sixteen Candles came out—
blue eye shadow and pumps and dance like
we were oblivious, playing with our
an idiot to the soundtrack of the most
Barbies and G.I. Joes. We are children of
unselfconscious decade, in history.
the '80s, so we retain a fondness for them
as if they were a surrogate parent of sorts,
As I discussed a few weeks ago, this
but we know very little about them.
year I am certainly not too cool. I'm actu' A friend told me recently that his mothally not coo! at all, so going to the 80s Party
er used to go to 50s parties—everyone in
posed no problem for my self-image. You
poodle skirts or James Dean leather jackmay have seen me on Saturday night,
ets, I suppose. It's exactly the same idea.
decked out in a pink off-the-shoulder
We give the years of our childhood a rosesweatshirt, miniskirt, tights, and a hat that
colored tint and return to them on occasion
I've been told set me apart from the rest of
to make'us feel better about today. Not that'
the girls wearing off-lhe-shouldcr sweatthere's anything wrong with today, except
shirts and mini-skirts, i might just start
that its not the 80s and we're not'sevfciv
wearing it every weekend. I perfected the
'80s dance—it defies all description except, years old watching TGIF (remember
to say that it-involves vigorous/flailing of:, Perfect Strangers!) with our families on a
every limbi,'-!-was theJ8O:Sj'at.:least stereo-- Friday, night.;'
- typicaliy ;iarid ;ioved~£very minute of it. -., ' •••'• . - "I resist the thought of me at forty, listening to my teenage daughter talk about
i • it'sfprQ^abiyJust.me, butjornetimes I
the Millennium Party that she just went to,
wish th'atfi ciould have had a true 80s life
where she Jistened to Eminem and
experience. If Saturday night's party was
Destiny's Child, and everyone thought that
any indication of the true essence of the
'80s, they were silly, and playful, and fun. the Abercrombie and Fitch shirt that she
wore was a riot. But you know what?.H's
People didn't take themselves too serioushighly likely. I'm sure that,1 in the future,
ly—how could they, in those clothes?
our generation will seem ridiculous too, in
Still, I wonder how accurate this vision
some way that we. cannot possibly guess
of ours is. It comes from Fidskdance and
now. And we'll tell our hypothetical chilThe Breakfast Club, from Michael Jackson
and Madonna videos, from Miami Vice and dren about growing up in the 80s, about
Midi Vanilli and New Kids on the Block,
The Cosby Show. -It' you think about it,
about Sinurfs, Fraggle'Rock, Jem and the
that's like the next generation reconstructing the past from N'sync, Daw.vrj/i'.v Creek, Holograms (and how.triiiy outrageous they
and. She's All That. Is that really how w.e were), about slap bracelets and leotards and
aviator glasses
want-,to be remembered?
And we'll be proud to be a keeper ol
1 turned seven years old in 1990 I

Jenny Dunn

On Crazed Squirrels, Cute Kittens, Humanity, and Death
LISA CASTLGNETTI
~~

FEATURES WRITER

When -my friend suggested that the
squirrels here at Trinity are possessed, I did
not disagree with her. 'They throw acorns
at all the passing students - one squirrel hit
me in the head. They're trying to kill us!"
she exclaimed.
Well, I'm not so sure that 1 believe in
mischievous, acorn-chucking rodents, but,
regardless, I will attest to the weirdness of
the squirrels. They aren't normal squirrels
like the ones back home in Chicago, and
Trinity's squirrels actually frighten me

right out from under the frightened kittens,
which almost made me cry.
Why is it that psycho rodents are permitted to run free here at Trinity, but when
a couple of adorable kitties pop up on campus, the buildings and grounds men come
and destroy their home?
The poor kittens can't possibly have
more diseases (or psychological problems)
than the squirrels, if that's what the school
is afraid of, and the kittens are much cuter.
The students like them, and they're not
a disturbance. They're just a couple of
cute, homeless kittens who are not hurting
anyone.

The poor kittens can't possibly have more diseases
than the squirrels, if that's what the school is afraid of,
and the kittens are much cuter.
sometimes.
While walking, past the admissions
buildings at 11:00 PM or later, I am often
startled by the rustling of leaves and the
scurrying of tiny feel, which arc not desirable sounds for a college student, walking
by herself hue :a night, to hear. The squirrels here are undoubtedly strange.
So where.is all-this going'? On Friday
morning, I .witnessed an event. that disturbed me.
A few kittens had.been living with
their mother ouisidc of McCook for about
two weeks.
At about nine o'clock on Friday morning, a man from Buildings and Grounds
came and kicked; over the boards that
served as a home for the kittens. It was a
ruthless arid cold-hearted action. .
He; proceeded to yank the. blankets

So why must they be eliminated?
This week, between intermittent bursts
of warmth, the weather has been bitterly
cold.
On the nights with freezing gusts of
wind, I have found myself wondering how
the kittens, now homeless (thanks to our
friend lit Buildings and Grounds) are faring. Has the cold killed them? If pets were
allowed.in the dorms, I would have taken
them all back to North Campus with me,
but unfortunately that is not the case.
The Humane Society refuses to come
rescue the kittens because they are not
domesticated. So what options are left?
We can let the kittens continue to find
shelter in a makeshift home outside of
McCook, or we can watch them die.
Apparently this school would prefer the latter. Kitten-killers.

URGENT MEETING
ALL CAMPUS OPEN FORUM

SAFETY, SENSE, SENSITIVITY
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19 T H
9:00PM
VERNON SOCIAL CENTER

Director of Campus Safety Charles Morris, and Associate Dean of Students
Christopher Card, & Captain Mark Pawlina and other members of the Hartford
Police Department
'
;
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Chale Ipanema: Good Grub
DIANA POTTER

napkins folded neatly into triangles.
Sara, our waitress, came out of the
kitchen bringing menus and filling glasses
The first time I went to eat at Chale
of water. She put three green porcelain
[panema, a little Portuguese and Brazilian
water pitchers on the table, and told us not
restaurant on Franklin Avenue, I sat down
to worry; the bread was in the oven.
and the waiter handed me a menu.
Four tall dark green bottles of pure,
Before I started looking at it, he said
Portuguese extra virgin olive oil stood as
that the special that day was risotto and centerpieces, and before we even had a
calamari, and that he recommended it. "It's chance to examine the menus, Sara came
rice," he said, "and squid."
back with three baskets stacked high with
At that time, I had never eaten risotto, hot, crusty-on-the-.outside, soft-andlet alone calamari, but 1 ordered the combi • chewy-on-the-inside round loafs of the
FEATURES WRITER

/ must say that dining at Chale Ipanema has truly
made me a more adventurous person, at least as far as
my taste buds are concerned.

Ceo

AQ.UAO.fU3
20 -

Oui_y. 23 - A U G U S T 22

This week the stars t e l l me that you
Will not only meet your future girlfriend/boyfriend but also.that it wiLL
undoubtedly happen while you are in a
drunken stupor You v/iLL Vomit on
their shoes and pass out under their
bed...but don't Worry, i t s alt part of the
pLan - especially when they do not
acknowledge your existence on the
Long Walk the next day.'

\-£0 you are thfi all mighty V\on - the animal which all ^thifr signs fear, iiawe^er,
at heart you are just a shy littLe bey whu
is trying to get in t<7uch with his innfir
empti^ns. In y?ur quest tt> uncover your
true s^Lf - I have two pieces of advice-.
1. Pont wear plaid.
2. Avoid t h i clap.

Pisces
nation, impulsively, and I found it to be
extraordinarily appetizing.
Since then, I have gone back to Chale
Ipanema really quite often. In fact, my dinner there last Friday night was my second
dinner there that week.
I must say that dining at Chale Ipanema
has truly made me a more adventurous person, at least as far as my taste buds are concerned,
.
•

most delicious bread we had ever tasted.
The bread flaked as we broke it and generously dipped it into pools of the most fullbodied, darkest green olive oil.
Even our Cuban companion complimented the chef on the bread saying: "It's
almost better than Cuban- bread." And for
her, that really is a compliment.
Next we ordered platters1 of Banana

Since my first wit, 1 have eaten Palo
com Moiho dc Laranja, which is roast duck

Friia and Mandioca Frila, fried -plantains
and yucca. We learned how to break open
ihe bread and stuff it. lull of fried sweet

with brazil nuts and orange s.uice,
Muquaca Bahuiu. a Wra/.iluin-Myle bouillabaisse with fish and a variety of wilomS
with seasonings Irom Bahia', .uul i.is!
Friday niglu I ordered Arm:' a Valcnciana
or Mari.seaJa. Tin; PoriugucM" Paella,
which is a miMun.' nl villron, na1, sc'ilnml.
chicken and i/lion/o, a type ol saws IJ;C
1 have also bct'oilK" a liujic Ian nt
Banana' I-Vila. which arc fried swum plan-'1

plantain. Truly there is nothing better than
Portuguese bread stuffed wi(h warm, sticky
plantain. And we hadn't even ordered our
main course.
As we ^nnimiicd to nnkr appetizers,
and dnnlk.s. our wailicss. Sara, aided us
svilh niir promt nci:tin>n. Now if fain ever in
a hat in Bra/il. I will inily he ;ihU: to order
a Patxao Caruva.
When n caiiic lime foi our party to

The stars t e l l me that your future
Looks - WelL better than your past
romance, money, sex. porn and com- You will no Longer be the outcast of
plete drunkenness a l l week long.. If by
your friends, the one your mom
chance my prediction is wrong, w e l l
describes as the "gifted" child or the
then what can I say - at least you can
one Who has to ride the "special'
Live vicariously through t h e endeavors
school bus. • No - from now on your

This Week my Pisces people are going

to have the time of their Life. ELxpect

Hsu, "That was some seriously good meat. '•
tains, and Mandioca Frita, fried yucca with
a honey-mustard sauce. And after eating
Camarao Empanado com Coco, crusty
coconut shrimp with a passion fruit sauce,
I don't think I can ever go back to eating
plain shrimp with lemon and cocktail sauce
again.

Chale Ipanema's atmosphere is warm
and inviting. The restaurant is small, but
quaint. Inside, it is neat, clean, well-lighted, and a little bit formal in that one is
happy one did not arrive in jeans and a teeshirt.
When I arrived last Friday with fourteen fellow Trinity students in tow, the bartender was sleepily polishing glasses
behind the counter, and the hostess smiled
at us and winked.
"You must be the big party," she said
laughing as she showed us to a long table in
the back, five tables all pushed together so
long it almost took up the whole back
room. The table is set with turquoise cloth

days will' be better^Well at least you

o\ tvjysticaL B>ob. .

kwW they can'{be any Werse.

M A A X W 2 1 - A-Pft.ru 13

Aries - my mystical globe teLLs me •
that your'streak of good luck is soon
to came ti> an «rid.

.iff. Si?me time

before this weekend is. up. you must
g<?t wasted, find an easy hook-up and
buy a Lottery ticket.

In the words of Trinity's own 5GA President, Gene

A U G U S T 23 - S G P T E M & E A . 22

p£G.o.UA«.y 13 - M A O C W 20

I can guarantee

S G P T G M & £ A , 23 - O C T O & C A . 22

Libra, did you know that Mystical
Ewb had a globe? K/jysticaL &ob didn't even know that rvjysticaL &ob dad
a globe.' I m«an. this is pretty neat
right here. I just Look in i t and bam.
there'5 the future in there. This is

the drunken h^^k-up - the lottery you
must consult a n?al psychic f<?r.

order till* main course, 'there wasn't anybody who wasn't satisfied when it came to
TAURUS
the delicious array of choices. From the
Apft-iu 20 - M A y 20
. Vicra ao Molho de Maracuja, the grilled
jumbo sea scallops in a passion fruit sauce,
Taurus you are a shinning star - you
to the Costeleta dc Porco com Feijao
have everything going for you...good
Tropciro, grilled pork chop glazed with a
Looks, brains and weLL tofeehonest, a
guava and honey barbeque sauce and
rather dismaL personality. £>ut don't
served with beans and rice, there was a satlet your boring personality get you
isfying silence as we all chewed, crunched
doWn - rather turn-up your collar, put
and slurped (politely, of course),
on some flip-flops, bring out the pearls
Each meal was served .with a house
and join in the Trinity parade of.
salad, which in itself was delicious, a bed
(slantucket Reds.
'
of greens with watercress, heart of palm,
beet, tomato and cucumber mixed with a
light creamy, but pungent dressing. As we
all ate and talked, it was clear that even the
most conservative, pizza-and-hamburger
M A X 2 1 - Ou(_y 22
eaters among us were happy to be taken
along for the rideC^emini you are t h e source o f aLL
In the words of Trinity's own SGA knowledge for the socially challenged.
President, Gene Hsu, 'That was some seritvjy globe teLLs me that this Week you
ously good meat."
Will be asked t o dispense your knowl-

Smokey The Bear Says:

edge about biology - physical biology.
iloWeVer - your lack o f experience in
this area- keeps you from being able t o
provide any advice or assistance for
that matter, E>e prepared for next

time.-Practice, practice, practice.

maybe the cooV&sk thing ever.
Actually, I'm gonna go play with this
thing now. bye.
SCOA-PIO '•
• Oc-ro&Gfi. 23 - Mo\/EM&Ef£ 21
Scorpio. I've been Lookin in my new
mystical globe type thingy there, and
it told me something ejtiite interesting
about your future. &eing as how I am
the "horoscope guy" and all. (thought
you might Like to know ab<?ut it. rVjy
mystical globe tells me that you Will
be engaging in some jungLe LoVe over
the next week.

[P-L.-O-Z.-O)

£>oon, it w i l l be you|i birtllay, You : WiLL
haV£ a great time, witlvlots' of aicctiql and;
good friends. Wait a minute, you don't have
any

friends.

Consequently,

you WiLl

attempt to, buy friends oil your special,
night by purchasing drinks for everyone in,
the .bar, ELveryone w i l l have, a rip-roarin'

good time.Jt'Ll be great.Although.youlb
end up broke and passedtout in a gvk-.
ter

CAWGEiV
Ouwe 2 1 - Ouuy 22 •

Only you can writejfer-the, Tripod
Call 2 3 ^ ":"

£>ECEw&Eft. 2 2 - oAWUAoy 13

;

.Cancer, I haVe been advised by the Capricorn - my mystical:globe is not
authorities that I am- not' allowed t<? Working. properLy'right ncW..so. instead;
teLl your horoscope,
lof:iteLLings!^ii|fi^^fclj
it
going to defy the stars, and
my globe just this once.' 0\L\ am getting a reading...Wait'-'ni? !-can't repeat'':
what it is telling me. -Jhebesti'a'd'
I can give you te.:,to:.,fin
fullest, as though itrni^ht.l
- UteralLy.
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Bart's Triumphant Return
BART G. PACKWELL HI
FEATURES

WRITER

Some of you might be wondering what
exactly happened with last week's article. 1
had to go to a conference in balmy
Bermuda. While I was away, a guest writer
filled my space. Unfortunately, 1 cannot be
responsible for the lack of quality in said
article. The woman is not a trained cultural anthropologist and is also a heavy
drinker (although that never slopped certain Underground employees).
While my week in Bermuda was quite
relaxing and informative (1 learned about
ritualistic sexuality in the Amish communities of North America. Needless to say, 1
had a nice bit of free time on my hands)
I'm delighted to .be hack at the
Underground where I've been living for the
last month and a half.
After snuggling up in my sleeping bag
and scooting my way underneath one of the
coffee tables, I proceeded to catch up on
what had gone on in the coffee house while
I'd been away.
First and foremost, I've learned that,
while Underground employees have
remained safe during the War on Anyone
Who Walks on Campus at Night and Isn't
Obviously White and Weil-Dressed, there
have been a few casualties. "I can't even
decided what to wear in the morning," said
a befuddled Jeff Lapennas. "On the one
hand, I don't want to get mugged, which
makes me feel like I shouldn't wear anything that makes me look like I have the
gobs of money that I do. On the other
hand, if I don't dress up, Campus Safety
might do a body cavity search on me."
Other employees voiced their concerns
that Jeff Lapennas does not. have gobs of
money and is, in fact, stiflingly middleclass. "Man, I saw Jeff give it up last night
for five dollars, And I'm not talking about
booty, if you know what i mean," quipped
an unsatisfied Jo Matocha. "I said he could
shave my legs for $2.50, but he wasn't too
down with that." When asked what drugs

she'd been taking before the interview Jq
declined to comment.
You may have decided, after not having heard about him for a white, that
Andrew James Breiner had gone to jail for
tht: multiple felonies he's committed during my time at the Underground. This, of
course, is simply not the case. It seems as
though Breiner has made a pact with Satan
recently and has not been harassed by
authorities as well.
However, while Breiner has gained the |
power to slay babies with merely a look I
and commands a goat army thousands
strong, he has yet to ask Satan to teach him
how to read. 1 guess some of the students
do have things in common with the administration.after all.
Speaking of the administration, the
Underground is not a very good place to
find any of its members. Not only was the
challenge to Richard Hersch left unanswered, there are rumors that he Haunts his •
patronage of Starbucks.
So, giving Hersh the benefit of the
doubt on the • whole reading issue, I,'
Bartholomew Gregory Packwelt, III expect
to see Richard Hersh partaking ir> s'mores
if lie is indeed warm blooded. I'll have all
the proof I need of the contrary if he does
not.
Finally, this may come as a surprise to
some of you, but I'm in need of an assistant.
The Underground is just too much for
one man to keep up with, and so I will be
accepting applications. You need to be at
least five feet in height, able to do everything 1 ask of you, and have at least an elementary school education (Econ majors
need not apply).
You can drop off applications at the
Underground whenever you please.
Or, you may come and be interviewed
during the Fend show this Thursday at 9
PM Trinity Student Austin Desautels will
be opening and he's dead sexy so don't
miss it.
Adieu my friends.

SI

o Best Things about
Cold Weather
10. It's getting too cold for the
Hartford kids to keep robbing us.
9. More indoor activities, namely
drinking. Lots of it.
*
8. You can tell how cold someone is
by examining their upper body,
7. Ski bunnies.
6. Hartford turns into a Winter
Wonderland.
5-. Some of us. can write our names
in the snow without using our hands.
4. You can use the weather as an
excuse to curl up with a good book,
or a naked friend.
3. The snow outside makes it easier
to extinguish burning pledges.
2. If the principles of shrinkage
hold true, we. won't be seeing much
of President Hersh around.
1. The kids with their collars turned
up can say it's just snow on their
noses.
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Oh Shoot Rm wffli the Rffle Club
The Rifle.Club Enters Season Defending Championship
EDNA GUERRASIO
MANAGING

EDITOR

With over 50 student groups and organizations on campus many Trinity students
aren't aware of all the opportunities our
school has to offer - one of •which being the
Rifle Club. The Rifle Club has been a recognized Trinity club for over 20 years and
has recently seen the success that has been
long awaited.
The learn is led by captain Douglas

only partakes in the standard competition
which is the Twenty-two Rifle event. In
this event there are three different positions
by which the competitors may shoot: lying
down, standing or kneeling.
The accuracy of each competitor's shot
is what determines the number of points
that is awarded to each team. The highest
score for each event is 600 points.
This year the Rifle Club has almost a
completely new team from last year,
Agnew being the only returning veteran.

The Rifle Club has been a recognized Trinity club for
over 20 years and has recently seen the success that
has been long awaited.
With many of last year's team members
Agnew '06 and Coach Ken Arnold. The
studying abroad this term, the team is sure
team is coed and currently has eight particto grow in the coming semester.
ipating members.
Most new members who join the team
The group practices two nights a week
for several hours at Avon Old Farms, a pri- • have no previous experience with the sport
and are taught from scratch by Coach
vate boarding school only 15 minutes from
Arnold. Arnold has been coaching the
campus.
. . .
Trinity Rifle Team for over 20 years and
Although most members of the group
has found great success in doing so.
chose to participate in the competitions that
With many ycars.yf experience Arnold
are scheduled throughout the year, those
is fully certified and qualified to train stuwho wish to only practice with the group
dents and coaches at all levels.
and participate in club activities are not

Although this year's team is relatively young and
inexperienced he [Agnew] is "very impressed with how
fast the members of the team have come along."
obliged to partake in any of the competiThroughout his career, Arnold has
tions and may shoot with the team for free.
worked with a wide span of talent ranging
from camp kids to Olympic athletes.
This year's season began in October
One unique aspect of Arnold's coachand will conclude in March. There are six
competitions scheduled throughout the sea- ing style lies in his emphasis on the mental
aspect of the sport.
son, one of which the team has already
attended. The first meet which was held on
He often uses imaging and other menNovember 2, at Coast Guard University
tal exercises to prepare his team before a
against MIT, Norwich, Mass Maritime and . competition.
SUNY Maritime; .
. . .. .
He believes that when you first begin
to shoot that it is 90% physical effort and
The Bantams compete in the Mid

Although the results from this competition have not
yet been posted, last year the group won the ProMarksmen Division Championship at VMI.
Atlantic . Conference (MAC), ProMarksmen division. Some of the other
schools in the same division include Yale.
Princeton, the University of Pennsylvania,
Loyola, and Valley Forge. Although the
results from this compeiit.ion have not-yet
been posted, last year the group, won the
Pro-Marksmen Division Championship at
the Virginia Military Institute.' •• The
group's' next competition is scheduled forDecember 7 at Yule University.
Each competition consists of several
different events; however, the Trinity team

10% mental: however, once you reach a
certain level the numbers reverse and the
sport becomes only 10% physical and lJ()%
menial.
In an interview, Agnew seemed very
excited about the upcoming season.
Although this year's learn is relatively
young and inexperienced lie is "very
impressed with how fast the members1 oi
the team have come along. At the beginning of the year we set a goal to get all of
bur scores above 500 and already one of
the new members earned a 450."

Running an Event on Campus?
Want students to know about it?
Think that the "Trinity

Exchange" might not actually
be read by that many people?
Let us know about your event,
We'll let [some of] the students know.
E-mail a description of your event to
Tripod@Trincoll.edu.
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_Ltincn es
Join the language tables for very informal and
casual conversation (all levels are welcome)
over Lunch at the following limes in Hamlin
Hail:

"Taking Turns" Fall Dance Showcase at the AAC
Spurred by a recent New York Tines front-page artic e on Hartford entitled "Poverty in a Land of PlentyWill Hartford Ever Recover?," key figures in Hartford
and noted urban planners will come together on
Tuesday to discuss the city's past and future. President
' Hersh will gwe an introduction to the debate. Trinity
students will be granted free admission with ID. A bus
will leave from Mather at 6:15 PM and return at 9:30
j PM for transporting students.
November 19 - 7:00 PM - Conn. Historical Society
1 Elizabeth Street, Hartford

Trinity's annual fall dance concert will take place this weekend. Students will perform works created by their peers as
well as new works by choreographers Reba Mehan, Cheri
Soule and Lisa Niedermeyer. Abdoulaye Sylla's West African
Dance students will perform to live drumming. Also. Dance
Connecticut's Katie Stevenson will perform solo. Admission
is $8 for the general public, $5 for seniors and non-Trinity
students, and free lor all members ol the Trinity community
with ID,

CHINESE: Tuesdays 12:35 PM
FRENCH: Mondays

12:00 PM

GERMAN: Mondays 12:00 PM
HEBREW

November 21 • 900 PM • Goodwin Theater, AAC
November 23 S 00 PM • Goodwin Theater, AAC

Tuesdays

12:40 PM

ITALIAN: Thursdays

12:15 PM

Nancy ^pero: The Last Cigarette

"Financial Planning for Women: Basic Skills"
Camille Gagliardi, Certified Financial Planner at
American Express, will present a lecture and discussion
to aid young women in planning their financial futures.
Sponsored by the Women's Center

JAPANESE: Wednesdays 12:00 PM
Nancy Spero, an internationally recognized artist, is known
lor utilising a variety ol sources to create hand printed and
collaged works featuring rhythmic, repetitive images ol
lemak figures in motion. Located in the Widcner Gallery of {
the Austin Arts Center, the show is free and is open daily, i
I :QO - 6 00 PM. until December 6.
!

November 20 • 12:00 PM - Terracc.Room I)

RUSSIAN: Tuesdays 12:00 PM •
SPANISH: Thursdays 12:30 PM

i
,

Mather Art Space

Bittre

"Understanding and Preventing Eating Disorders"
Claire Wiseman, Psychology Department, will present
a discussion on the above topic. Pan of the Trinity
Center for Collaborative Teaching & Research Newer
Faculty Brown Bag Lunch series.

The Russian Club and Trinily-in-Moscow present a photog- j
raphy exhibit; Icons and Images: Photos from Russia." The |
Mather Art Space is located on the second level oi Mather j
Hall.
Latin American and Iberian Film Scries

\

November 20 - 12:10 PM • Alumni Lounge
Faust Lecture
All are welcome to join First-Year Seminars "The Myth
of Faust: Goethe's Cosmic Drama," and "God and
Satan in Literature" in listening to Cyrus Hamlin,
Professor of Comparative Literature and German at
Yale University, discuss Goethe's Faust and issues of sin,
guilt, and responsibility.
November 20 • 7:00 PM - Rittenberg

The 1995 movie f/<//.? de h bestia (The Day ol the Beast),
.i Spanish film, will be presented Wednesday night. The
movie, directed by Alex de la Iglesia. is a comic parody of
doom prophecy movies. Moiscs Castillo, Department of
Modern languages, will be speaker. (99 minutes)
November JO • 7:30 PM • LSC Auditorium

j

Lounge

November 21 -1:15 PM - 115 Allen Place
"Who Builds the City? Initiative and Ambivalence In the
Architectural Development of Cbarical Athens."

&tiO£H oui iHii mutitiun in hii.firti pv
Tiiniiij ihuw.

Wettneiday - Nov. 2 & - 9:: J &-1 I:) 0
Central - ivnior Nie/M
from jttmicoi Plaint, Matt.
. 2 I - 9:30- I i.J&PM

tilillliif-

Earn $1,000 - 53,000 for your Student
Croup in just 3 hours!
Caliche lullc'tjisinj; made Simple. Safe and Free

"Secrecy at the Beginning of European Modernity"
Dr. Jonathan Elukin, History Department, will discuss
his recently published article in a German journal entitled "Keeping Secrets in Medieval and Early Modern
English Government." Copies of the article in English
are available prior to the talk. If inclined, call x256S to
receive a copy. A reception will follow the discussion
The event is part of the Trinity Center tor Collaborative
Teaching & Research's Trinity Author Scries.

Lil' fforvp ThetrtjOi9t%

Multiple hiiuiraiirng opliom ivail.ibie Ko carwashei. No rallies.
Jmt surttfis! \-iit\dt.\hu\}> dates am IWinif, qulrkfy. Get with the

/

fend With fipener Austin DossuieLs
Trinity's Austin DesauteU starts {he night
off v/ith a guitar io\j> and will be \o\.Yt>vJei by
fend, an energetic five piece band.

.

# campus

f fur. Ci'llrjir Ftinttwiiirif;.

888-923-3238 • www.camtiusfundrtiiser.corn

Thursday - h!w«mb<sr 21 - 930 PM

Trinitys first and only improv group, starring i>asha E>ratt John N/|cCr<?rinick K/jarba
Lthan klravitz. and M^han
- Siwetnb«r 2 2 -

WANTED:
Student for bartending @ small cafe.
SUN, PM THURS, FRI or SAT, AM

Call 241-1592 Mon - Wed,
from 12:00 to 4:00

Se((

Professor Grctchen Umholtz of Trinity will present th
above tilled lecture as pan of the Classics/AIA lecture
series,

Breafr Trips

ALL TU& run a A L L T U C ptyrrs.cvt»ii>

. iens* idnartivfty* - All Campus

V

November 25 - 8:00 PM • Boyer Auditorium, LSC
^

Community; Oervice
Donations to the Shiloh Baptist Church Soup
Kitchen's Thanksgiving meal arc welcomed. Send all
donations, such as canned corn, peas, green beans,
yams, cranberry sauce, juice, rice, Stove Top stuffing,
and frozen 8-10 lb. turkeys lo Hallden Hall, Room 117
by the morning of Tuesday, November 26.

Wednesday - November 20
12 Noon Roman Catholic Mass •
Crypt Chapel
5:00 P M Carillon Lessons
6:00 P M Change Ringing Lessons
Thursday - November 21
6:30 P M ZEN Meditation Crypt Chapel

ALL members of the Trinity community are s^eicome.i io
]o\n President P.ichard Uersh. Vice President of student
i>ervi«s iharon iierzbarger. Dean of h^ulticuLtural affairs
i-laria i>purlock-£.vjns. Direclor of Campus iafety CTliarL«s
Karris. Asiaciah? Pt'cin of itudenta Oinstcpher Card arid
members of the LJarvfcrd Police Department including
Captain tyarV Pawlina m a discussion of safety on i\\e
Trinity campus. Also recent campUints about racial profiling
wiLL be discussed Pyn't mm this opportunity to Voice your
opinion
\ltn-embtr 19 - 9OO Phf - Vermin

Cente

Saturday - November ZS
3:00 PM Clarence Walters Memorial recital
FREE

1-800-222-4432
Bleak
Travel Ft'ee
Caribbean, Mexico, Florida, Paclre
Free Drinks f Lowest Prices
1'800-126'mO

»

www.sumvlasMouys.cam

Sunday - November 24
4:0O PM Holy Eucharist - Friendship Chapel

(Please note speciaJ time of 4:00 PM)
5:30 PM. Roman Catholic Mass
8:00 PM Concert Choir Fadl recital Main Chapel

Friday - November 28
12:15 P M Muslim Prayers - Crypt Chapel Tuesday - November 24

9:30 PM BANQUET - Main Chapel

happenings

I /^ECC TKJP FOR CVtRY 10
oa. C£\M\ 6TACJINC Wrrii

Travel Free 2003
Get 2 Free Trips/ Party W MTV
www.sunsulashtQurs. com
1-800426-7710
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NY Fans Weather Storm
Marquette blew the Wildcats out ot the
Garden with a barrage of three pointers.
SPORTS WRITER Villanova, despite getting 31 offensive
rebounds, couldn't put the ball in the buck1 am a sports' Ian. You're probably a
et. Villa"'no skills" matched their offensive
sports fan coo il" you're reading this. Those
rebound total by shooting a measly 31 perot you who havo been reading my column
cent from the field.
every week (God help you) know thai I
It should be said that Villanova's poor
have tried to keep my propensity to be a tan
out of my articles. I have tried to be as neu- showing was fair, because they started four
trdl as possible, and worked hard to keep
freshmen, and their best returning player,
my allegiances out of my wiiting. I don't
Ricky Wright, was in foul trouble all night.
know if I did it to appeal lo a wider audiThe second game of the double header
ence, or to be as lair as possible, but today
wasn't much prettier. Number four Texas
my neutrality ends.
faced off against number 16 Georgia in the
Oh wait, 1 know why 1 kept my love nightcap.
tor the Baltimore Orioles, Washington
This game showcased Texas -s sophoRedskins, Georgetown Hoyas, and New more sensation T.J. Ford, who became the
York Knicks out of my column to this
first player in college basketball history to
point..,because all four of them slink, and
lead the nation in assists as a freshman.
I'm embarrassed to be a fan of these once
Ford, who has the reputation of being a
proud franchises.
weak scorer, had a career high with 22
You're probably thinking: I get it, this
points in the game.
kid's from D.C., but how did he become a
Despite Texas' charge led by Ford,
Knicks fan? Well for one. the Bullets (now Georgia hung with them for the majority of
the Wizards) haven't been good since I was the game. North Carolina State transfer
born. They may have MJ now, but I'll
Damien Witkins helped Georgia to keep it
never root for a team wifh teal uniforms.
close all night. Wilkins, son of former NBA
1 became a Knicks fan because of my bailer Gerald Wilkins and nephew of NBA
love for Georgetown University's basketstar Dominique Wiikins, had an impressive
ball program.
game with 16 points. Texas pulled off the
• My family became Hoyas season ticket
win 77-71, behind Ford's strong play and
holders during Patrick Ewing's sophomore
Brandon Moutori's clutch free throws
down the .stretch.
year with Georgetown. 'Naturally, when
On Saturday, 1 returned to the Garden
Ewing was drafted by the Knicks, with the
to sec my. Knicks face off against Allen
first lottery pick of the 1985 draft, I became
Ivcrson arid the Philadcphia 76ers. While
a Knicks fan, \
. ,
the Knicks are my squad, I got love for the
Well, I'm coming off of one hell of a
Sixers because of the former Hoya:
weekend, one that any sports fan would
Ivcrson.
appreciate. On Friday I headed down to
This game marked the heavily anticiNew York City tt> catch, the Coaches vs.
Cancer College Basketball Classic at
pated return of Lalrell Sprewell lo the
Madison Square Garden.' The first game of
Knicks, following a broken shooting hand.
the night pitted 18th ranked Marionette
Sprewell played well in his debut, bringing
against the Villanova Wildcats.
some much needed energy to one of the
This was one ot the ugliest games of
most lackluster teams in the NBA.
uullege hoops I have ever seen, and that
Despite Sprewell'si .strong play ilic
siiys a lot coming from a guy who has been
Knicks still found a way to squander a
watching'Georgetown's, offensive struggles
fourth quarter lead allowing Philly to win
tor nearly twenty years.
sec CRAZY vn page ll>

DAN KASPER

SKAJIE EARLY

The Intramural insider scours the campus each week
to find the true Trinity athletes, the warriors ofintramural sports. This week the intramural Insider ran into
, Mark Tremblay '05.
Intramural Insider: "Mark, you're known as one of the funni-

•est guys' on campus; Your baseball and basketball chatter
. are legendary. That's why we're so confused. We heard that
^Igstw.eek a,few of ypur friends-came running out of the bath-'room-prylng after hearing one of your jokes. What hap- ' •
•peried?"
•' .
Mark Tremblay '05: "Ahh...it wasn't no big thing. I just left
the boys a little message above the urinals and I guess it hit
a-li.ttle too close to home. I just had a simple question for'em .
why the hell were they, lookin' at wall when the joke was in "theirhand?" •

CHEESE PIZZA

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild. Hot)
MOZZARELLA STICKS
CHICKEN FINGERS
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE
FRIES .
FRIES/CHEESE .
BREAD STICKS . .
CHIPS

14" Medium $8.99
16" Large $10.99
dditional Toppings: $1.00 on rned. $1.30 on large
aeon
arlic.
lushrooms
Icotta

Anchovies Broccoli
Hamburger Cherry peppers
Onions
Pepperoni
Sausage
Spinach

Eggplant
Olivees •
Peppers
Tomatoes

$16.99
^s

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

00

-

'-

HOUSE SPECIAL

• 16'Whole

-i>

$4 25
4 25

«

$8 50
8 50
, 8 50
8 SO
8 50
8 50
8 50
,i 8 50
9 00
8 50

'i\*v.\
, - 4 25
' •, '
4 25
/ ' ?, ', -* ,
4 25
' ''
" 4 25
*

1

S

'/

"u

i*'1'
•*^-,-,
' "
f AUSAGE'
it
EGGIE/CHEESE
ALIAN

*3 25

a ^ 4 50

. . .

9 00
900~
9 00

4*50 ""
4 50

,

9 00
9 00

• 85 0
4 25
8 50
4.25 • • • 8.50
. . . . 4.25 . . . 8.50
4.99 • • • 9,98

SALADS

~~
$6.25

;HICKEN SALAD

thicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
Jives and cucumbers.
IHEF SALAD
$5,99
lam, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
ireen peppers and olives.

tNTIPASTO

'..,-.

$5,99

Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
ucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce
'UNA SALAD
$5.99
'una, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
5REEK SALAD
$5,99
:
eta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
'OSSED SALAD. , . . Large $4.50
Small $2.25
:
rench, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island.
talian, Creamy Italian, Greek , , Extra Dressing .40

DESSERT
Cheesecake
Chocolate Cake .

MED $11 99 LARGE $15.99

Sausage, meatball, pepparoni, mushroom, onions,peppers.

\nnr
'f

. (10) .
. S5.50
. .(8) . , . 5.26 I
(10)
5.25 I
.(16") . ' . ' 3.25
1 99
2QCi
? QQ
. .
.50

$2.25
3.00

CHICKEN PESTO .

ARTFORD
8 FARMINGf6N AVENUE '

236-261*
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
,11:00am. TO 2:00am.

FREE DELIVERY
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

'Beat

'MED $11 99 LARGE $14.99

Fresh mozzarella, fresh, chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted In Pestcf satic'e'T
SJiRl^jf PESTO".*!*"'. MED $11 99 LARGE $14.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Presto, sjiuce <
WHITE PIE }__v t . /» . MED $9 99 „ LARGE $11.99
•' Fresh Mozzarelia'f'romano cheess, garlic, parsley,
oraganp""arfd oli^e'oil.-f
,$8 95 . ." LARGE $ 10.95
garjic, parsley, oregano
R A ^ C H I c k E N ^ M E D S I I 99 LARGE $14,99
Fresh Mozzareffa.'Vesh chicken, garlic
tomatoes, basted iri ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN. .
. MED $11 99. , LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.

|iaiaMa>iaBiinniBii|i

COMBO SPECIAL

g Buy a Large Cheese

Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)
2 Liter Soda

|

with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for

I

$6.99

2 LITER SODA

1

with any Large Cheese Pizza

|

Large Chesse
:'. Pizza

FREE

I

$2.00 OFF

Topping Extra V « P « .
jmrnnnanaiBiiBav

$1.00 OFF

I

Buy 16" Giant

Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

•
|

Grinder, and Get 1 BAG
ot CHIPS & 1 Can Soda

FREE

i

FREE

|graHHaaai*«iMajnBH>g«am!tsJi

-

Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ojflering

SPAGHETTI OR ZITl WITH SAUCE
S6 50
SPAGHETTI OR 2ITI WITH M E A T B A L L s ' . ' . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITl WITH SAUSAGE
7 99
EGGPLANT PARMiGlANA WITH PASTA
7 99
CHICKEN PARMiGlANA WITH PASTA
8 95
VEAL PARMiGlANA WITH PASTA . '. . . . 7.99
BAKED 2:TI . ,
,'qn
STUFFED SHELLS
7 go
MEATRAVIOLLI .
'
7 ' q q
CHEESE RAVIOLI . ' . ' . ' . • . ' . ' ,
7 99

jncludes salad and roll

Calzones . . . . ,
Each additional item .75

$ 5 7 5
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Women's Squash In X-Country Shines at
Search of Perfection Division III Regional
continued from page 20
six position and finished 7-1 on the year.
Carolynne Minkowski '04 won all but one
of her 18 matches last season, while
Barbara Escobar'04, and Liz Frank '04
should be important pans of the team.
Frank was 8-2 in 2001-02, while
Minkowski won the WISA singles "B"
flight tournament.
The sophomore class will look to follow up an impressive freshman campaign.
Leong returns along with classmates
Bronwyn Cooper and Meridy Vollmer.' The
trio all competed in the top nine and compiled a 40-6 record, including a 29-1 dual
mark.
, ..
The sophomores will be complimented
by what may be the-strongest freshman
class in recent memory. This group-could
well have three top nine players This
influx ol talent has helped to reshape the

team. In the past there were significant differences between the loam's lop players
and the lesser contributors. Now, however,
the team is stronger throughout and this
created an "internal competition" that
coach Bartlett is raving about.
This season team has ..also added a
morning conditioning program to its routine. Coach Bartlett feels this will only
serve to help the squad throughout the season.
The team began practices on
November 1 and started challenge matches
today. Currently the team is without a
number of its lop players, who are studying
abroad. Still, the group that is around now
despite being smaller in numbers has bonded well and would seem lo be more than
ready for the season. The team will host its
first and only match beloa. v. inter break, on
December 7 against Williams

continued from page 20
Championship. Emord also earned AllAmericah honors last season.
The Trinity's women's top performer
was Karen Roy '04. who posted"a time of
22:09 to take 16th in the women's race.
Despite .having no individual runners in trie
top ten, the women placed five runners in
the top 54 o.f the race'i which was enough to
give all of the lady Bantams a chance- to
compete in Nationals on Saturday,
November 23.

The Trinity cross-country team continues to demonstrate that they are a national
force to be reckoned with.
For the men, a 5th place team finish at
Regional's was incredible considering the
injuries that have weakened the squad all
season.
The women's team, meanwhile, continues to demonstrate that overall strong and
consistent team performance and group
effrot will take them far. For Trinity, both
teams continue to be a source of pride.

Wrestling Comes Home
With Team Best Finish
continued fiom page 20
Wes Connell '04 finished sixth at 165
an adjacent match had fallen on Egolt s
While LULJS McKutnck '01 recorded three
m.itch and it was the ref tiom the adjacent
pins, on his way lo placing sixth at 174
mat who had blown the whistle Egolf end-~J, t * % $ike Dorps "03 placed third at 184
ing up losing the match by th6 point his,. ' Mag Webster "'O^ placed* frfth-af 197 beatopponent was awarded tor that^escape , , „ ingstearnjTi.Ue Oded Carmi '05jn overtime
The Bantams will travel to the
Da\e Bucco '04 place thud at 157'
Springfield Tournament this Satutday,
beating last year's New England champ in
where they look to have even better results
the third place match.

Young Women's B-Ball
Squad Looks to Rebuild
NICK RAHO
SPORTS WRITER
This year's Women's Basketball .team
is poised to have a successful rebuilding
year. Led by veteran coach, Maureen Pine,

last years team. Tracy Ncsbil, Michelle
McCaffrey, and Rebecca Bell, make up an
important component of this young team,
These three young talented . sophomores
will be called on lo fill the roles of some of
the graduates from last season. The on
•

Get The Trinity
Tripod in your
Inbox.
Register now on pur website and autpmatically receive
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lenges and (he always fierce cqmpetitipn of r : the shoulders of (he seniors, on this team.
the NESCAC league. As she enters her
Liz Boniempo and Kate McOoskey arc the
16th season as head coach of the. Trinity
two veteran players on this team. All three
College women's basketball program,. will he expected to contribute, but the team
Coach Pine knows this season is somewhat
knows that early on, they will greatly rely
of a rebuilding year.
upon Kate McCioskey, an established scorer who will carry the load of the scoring to
Coach Pine, who holds a 15-year
be done in the paint.
record of 224-128, has established the
women's program as a force to'be reckoned
The rest of the Women's Varsity
with in the New England region'. Under
Basketball team is made up of a very talPine's tutelage, the Bantams have posted • ented freshman class. Coach Pine is excit12 winning seasons and eight post-season
ed about having a large recruiting class, but
appearances. This season's, young team
knows that it will be difficult for the freshwill look, to Pine's experience to guide : man to make the adjustment to college basthem through the start of the season.
ketball quickly. With so many freshman,
This years team hopes to match qr betthe team is not very deep at numerous positer the success of last years team, which
tions and the-.team has been plagued by
battled.through a very tough schedule and .-some early season injuries.
was able to finish with a .500 record and ••'
Even against all this adversity, the
qualify for the NESCAC tournament. This
Women's Basketball team is up for the
task will be a formidable one, due to the challenge. The team is practicing hard and
graduation of seven talented seniors from
diligently preparing for their season. The
last year's squad. This year's players show
girls will start up competition November
great promise, but are young and inexperi- 23 at Williams at the Annual Tip-Off
enced.
'
Tournament, and will play their first home
game December 5 versus Clark.
The Bantams return six players from

A Grazy Weekend in NY
continued from page IS
the game 93-92. .
'
: .
•
. The two most exciting buckets of the
game didrj't even count.
•
.First, 31-year-old school bus driver
Keith Bishop won SI million after sinking
a half court shot during a contest staged in
the second quarter.
'. " '.
;
''',: Sprewell had the other most'exciting.shot of the game when he stole the ball
from Eric Snow late in the third quarter.
Sprewell dribbled down court and threw
1
down a monstrous two-handed, jam to the
delight, of the Garden fans. '",'
Unfortunately, the basket was disallowed because trailer Kurt Thomas fouled
Brian Skinner as Sprewell flushed the ball
home.
In the ensuing timeout, Thomas argued
the call and was assessed a technical foul.
This was the turning point in,the game, as
Philly regained,the momentum once and

Jersey to catch the Giants vs. Redskins
' game at the Meadowlands. The voice of
NFL Films, John Facenda, would have
been proud—the game was played in some
serious football weather—it was cold, wet,
and muddy.
• The Redskins played an unemotional
four quarters, and were beat single-handedly by New York .rookie Jeremy Shockey.
Stephen Davis was a non-factor in the
game, after returning from a knee injury.
I learned a few. things from my sports
excursion to New York this weekend:
. First, I learned that the level college
hoops is played at in November is a far cry
from-, the level it's played at in March.
.Second,,! learned that the Knicks really are
that bad.
Third, [ learned that the, NFC East has
come a.long way since the 80s and early
90s when Philly, New York, Dallas, and
Washington owned the NFL.
•.'.; .Finally, 1 learned that $6 beers at sport'for all.
. ', .
..•-.:''••"
1 wrapped up.my sports-filled weekend . :.ing events make, you broke.a lot quicker
on Sunday when I headed out (6 New " llian they make you drunk!
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Continuing the Dynasty; Squash Preps for Season
Men's Squash Began its Drive for Five on November First j Women's Squash Team Looks to Repeat

Nadeem Osman '03 goes f o r the smash, WWW.TRINCOLLCDU

PETER SCALA
SPORTS

WRITER

The Trinity College men's
squash team enters the 2002-2003
season on top of the world, literally. The Bantams finished last,
season with a: best-ever 19-0;
record, and walked away with
their fourth eonsecutivc National
Intercollegiate Squash' Rackets'
Association (N1SRA) Team
Championship Title. In fact,
Trinity... has won 71 straight
matches over the last tour years,
and in 2001-2002 Trinity won an
astounding 185 out of 196 individual . matches and placed six
players on the. All-Ameriean
squad. .Amazingly,, the seniors
who graduated last year had never
lost a squash match at Trinity.
So how will the Bants be this
year? STACKED! Trinity returns
tour All-Americans, and eleven
returning players. The Bants also
have five of last season's top nine

back. Leading the way will be
senior eo-captains Nickolas
Kyme and Jonathon Smith.
Thaddeus Roberts, who is expected to contribute greatly this year,
gives the class of '03 a third star.
Behind this, trio, of.•seniors is a
•junior class, with tremendous talent. Michael Ferrcira and
Nadeem Osman are both returning All-Amcricans, who have lost
a combined total of three matches
in their careers. Carl Bnglio and
Pat Malloy arc also looking forward to dominating yet another
season. The sophomore class
which includes Bernardo Samper,
Vishnal
Kapoor,
Taylor
Robinson,
and
Regatdt
Sehonborn won all 41 matches of
their rookie season. Samper, .an
Ail-AmeHc'an"• who'•'•• won. ilhe,
N1SRA singles title,- dominated
all 19 bf.hisjiiaiches. In addition
to this will be a freshman class
which includes Yvan Badan a
Swiss Star, Junaid Nathan who is

India's Junior National Team No.
1, American No. 3 junior Eric
Wadhwu, Coly Smith, Tripp
Kyle, Nick Raho, and Jay.
:
Boothby.
Trinity will again be coached i
by United States World Team i
Head Coach, Paul Assaianle. '|
Coach Assaiante has the difficult i
job of keeping this overwhelm- |
ingly talented team focused. In
this task, he will be assisted by
Robert
Hallagan.
Coach
Assaiante is quoted on the team
website as saying, "My challenge
is always to keep an amazing
group of elite athletes motivated
•to grow." He goes on to comment
that, "In a .way, we are starting
fresh this season, and with the
improvement of our league rivals,
Princeton and Yale, this group
must establish its own identity
quickly."
As his incredible success
• illustrates, everyone is confident
that he will be able to lead this
team to yet another title.
With all this talent this year's
..team could, be belter than last
.year's. In the College Squash.
Association '• (CSA) preseason
poll, Trinity is once again on top.
The Bants have five of the top
twenty individuals this year. In
fact, the team boasts the 1st, 3rd,
7th, ,14th, and 20th ranked players, and many feel more of
Trinity's team should have made
the list.
In the understatement of the
year, co-captain Kyme says "The
team is very good." He went on to
say that "It will be a lot of fun,
"because other teams are a lot b.etter than normal." ;
Not a lot of people believe the
other'schools are .thinking that-

SHANE EARLY
SPORTS

EDITOR

It is hard to imagine that a
team which is consistently among
the nation's elite could be overshadowed, but in the past that is
exactly what has happened to the
women's squash team. Of course,
that all changed last year, when
the team completed .an undefeated
dual and won the Howe Cup tournament to take home the national
title.
"We're trying to keep the
momentum going," said Head
Coach
Wendy
Bartlctt.
Addressing the challenges of
defending a national title, Bartlett
went on to say. "This year we're
going tobe the hunted instead of
the hunter.''
Despite these obstacles, it is
difficult not to be .optimistic about
the upcoming'season.
. "We've got some great freshmen," said co-captain Clttre
Austin '03. "They,should give us
a lot more depth."
. Trinity i,s returning most of it.s
top players, including last year's

singles champion Aniina Helal
'04. Helal finished last season a
perfect 17-0 playing at the number one position for the Bantams.
The junior co-captain won both
the Constable and WISA titles
last season, while also being
mimed- to the NESCAC. AllAcademic team.
Joining Hela! will be fellow
All-Americans Lynn Leong '05
and Pain Saunders '04. This pair
handled the two and three spots,
respectively, for the Bantams last
season. Leong finished her freshman campaign with a 17-2 overall
record. Even more impressive
than her overall record is the fact
that Leong's only losses came at
the hands of Helal, in the WISA
and Constable singles finals.
Saunders completed the 2002
campaign with a 15-5, which
included a victory in the consolation bracket of the WISA singles
tournament.
• '.. Other key upperclassmen
include Austin, Suzie Schwartz
'03, and Amy Brown '03. Austin
spent much of last season at the
[ sec SQUAW on page I <)

Wrestling Finishes
3rd at Tournament
Seven Wrestlers Place at Roger Williams

playing-Trinity .AVIII be Vim. But

.then again, they never do.

Cross Country Teams Make
Impressive Showings at NE's
time of t,he season with a 23:59*
Trinity^ two best individual per2nd. place'finish at the New
formances were, however, good
SPORTS EDITOR
England Open Championship. ; •
enough to earn Co-Captains Ryan
Emord's 7Ui place overall finBak '03 and Jim Emord '03 trips
The Trinity College men's
ish was enough to earn him a
and women's cross country teams . to' the big show in Minnesota.
competed: in the 2002 NCAA:
Bak, continuing his stellar .National's bid as well. Emord
posted a time of 24:59. For both
Division III New England
season, did more than just qualify.
Regional Men's and Women's
A two-time All NESCAC and All- Bak and Emord, this will be their
second consecutive trip to the
Cross Country Championships on
American, Bak won the meet
Division
III
National
Saturday November 16 at
with a time of 24:21. The senior
Westfield State College.
standout also has the team best
see X- COUNTRY cm page!9 .
Going into the meet, the
men's team was seeded 9th in
New England, while the lady
Bantams were seeded 4th. Both
squads showed that they earned
these rankings with impressive
overall performances.
The women's team from
Trinity placed fourth overall,
which qualifies them for NCAA
Division
II!
National
Championship
berth
next
Saturday at St, Olar" College in
; Northfield, Minnesota. This is
the first time that the women's
team has qualified for Nationals
as a team.
'.'
The men's team placed fifth
overall, which was four spots
higher than their pre-tournament
, ranking, but still not enough to
WWW.TR1NCOLLSDU
send the entiie team to Nationals. Ryan Bak '03 wins Div. II! Regionals.

EAMONN BROWN

The wrestling team shows promise for '03.

SHANE EARLY
SPORTS

EDITOR

If expectations were not high
before, they should be now. The
wrestling team placed third this
past weekend at the Roger
Williams tournament.
This is the Bantams highest
Trinity has ever finish in the tournament. Such a strong starts
makes thoughts of the team's second New England title in the past
three years seem like a legitimate
possibility.
Trinity scored more, points,
this past weekend, than it ever has
in any tournament.
• This strong start is even more
impressive, considering the
Bantams lost their top wr.esU.cr,
Mark Foresi '03, to a car accident:
over the summer. The senior AllAmerican suffered a- torn ACL,

FILE PHOTO

while studying in Rome over the
summer.
Trinity was also without
freshman heavyweight Mike
Blair.
Trinity had wrestlers place in
seven different weight classes.
While no wrestlers placed in the
top two, Trinity had a more balanced attack than in the past.
Freshman Louie Meiillo
placed fifth at 125.
Matt Cino '04 was one match
away from placing at 141 and is
expected to cut down to 133.
• Eric Ego If '03 placed fifth at
149 after losing a controversial
semifinal match. On top with less
minute remaining in the third
period, EgoH: let his opponent up
after hearing the ref blow his
whistle.
.,. Unfortunately, wrestlers from
see WRESTLING'on page 19

